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This study examines how the Delta-bluffs interface in the Mississippi River
alluvial flood plain of western Mississippi affects the spatial variation of tornado
occurrence and the characteristics of tornadoes that occur within fifty km of the interface.
An in-depth analysis of eight tornado events reveals the Delta-bluffs interface enhanced
reflectivity and velocity values when seven of eight of the storms were within twenty km
of the topographic boundary and that changes in the roughness of the Earth’s surface can
affect the SRH being ingested by a thunderstorm. It was found that F0-F1 tornadoes are
significantly (p < 0.01) clustered along the interface but F2-F5 tornadoes were not
significantly (p < 0.05) clustered along this boundary. It appears unlikely that
characteristics of tornadoes within and outside of the Delta are statistically different.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In general, most tornado research focuses on two things: i) The processes
occurring in the parent thunderstorm (i.e., above the cloud base) and ii) storm
environments in the region of the United States known as the Great Plains. While these
research foci are important, they do not cover the full spectrum of tornado formation
processes or all the regions of the U.S. in which they occur. As an example, a tornado
that forms in the wooded hills of Central Mississippi will likely exhibit cyclonic
circulation, travel in a relatively northeast direction and be a product of a parent severe
thunderstorm, yet may display different environmental and physical characteristics of a
tornado spawned on the relatively flat and tree-barren Great Plains. Typically a tornado
in Mississippi will have less buoyant energy, a lower cloud base, and may form at a
different time of year than a Great Plains tornado (Markowski 1998, Wasula 2003,
Jackson 2006, Beal 2007). Each of these variables tend to be statistically and
climatologically distinct for Great Plains tornadoes and Southeast tornadoes. Moreover,
each region is associated with unique tornado-generating storm environments (Jackson,
2006), particularly near the surface of the Earth (Rasmussen, 2003).
Recently, tornado research has been used to examine how the lowest levels of the
atmosphere affect tornado development. In many synoptic environments, the mesoscale
environment (defined as any weather phenomena between 2-2,000 km spatial;
1

Thunderstorm Morphology and Dynamics, 1986) drives the formation and continuation
of weather events (Doswell et al., 1994; Davies, 2001; Wasula et al., 2003). Some
research has been used to suggest that the environment just above the surface is as
important, if not more important than the lowest 3 km of the atmosphere in aiding
tornadogenesis (Rasmussen, 2003). Wasula et al. (2003) states that both the
thermodynamics (the combination of moisture and lapse rate distributions which makes
deep, moist convection possible) and the vertical wind shear (change in wind direction
with height) in the surface-to-850 hPa layer can mean the difference between a null event
and a tornado episode, and that subtle variations of these properties on small geographic
scales are important.
Processes that produce tornadoes in the Great Plains may not occur with equal
significance in other regions of the United States. In fact, Markowski et al. (1998) found
that further climatological studies were warranted in regions other than the Great Plains
when dealing with severe thunderstorms (specifically tornadic thunderstorms) and preexisting low-level boundary interactions. In the past few years, unique atmospheric
vertical profiles have been found for tornadoes in the Southeast United States (Jackson
2006, Beal 2007), Southern-Atlantic United States (Brown, 2002), and California (Blier
and Batten 1994; Monteverdi 2003; Nordstrom 2007). In particular, Beal (2007) states
that there is a seasonal variation in tornado-producing thermodynamic profiles in the
Southeast. Spring tornadoes tend to result from greater values of shear while fall
tornadoes result from greater instability values. The surface to 850 hPa layer plays a key
role in the development of cool season tornadoes in the Southeast (Wasula, 2003).

2

Both spatial (what region of the United States) and vertical (how close to the
surface of the Earth) variations can greatly affect if a tornado forms, and the resultant
strength if one does form. In its simplest form, the proposed research will examine how
the Earth’s surface affects the air directly above it and how this in turn affects tornadoes
in portions of western Mississippi, an alluvial flood plain known as the “Delta”. It is
anticipated that this research will be used to identify processes that occur near the Earth’s
surface that aid or hinder tornado development. The information will, in turn, help
forecasters to fine tune mesoscale aspects of severe weather forecasts. Also, it is
anticipated that the results of the proposed research will act as a catalyst for further lowlevel tornado research, particularly over moderate-to-complex terrain.

3

OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESIS
The objectives of this study are:
1) To identify the characteristics of tornadoes within the study region;
2) To determine how much influence surface heterogeneity has on the
development of low-level atmospheric boundaries;
3) To empirically determine if a relationship between tornado location and the
Delta bluff exists;
4) To establish where favorable conditions for tornado development may occur in
the study area;
5) To identify and utilize case studies to better understand the role of
topography on storm characteristics;

The following hypothesis will be tested in this study:
1) Tornado events cluster along the Delta – non-Delta interface;
2) Characteristics of tornadoes within and outside of the Delta are statistically
unique;

4

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

MESOSCALE PROCESSES AND TOPOGRAPHIC INFLUENCE
Research concerning the relationship between topography and tornado
development has been completed for several geographically diverse regions of the world
(Northern Switzerland - Piaget 1976; Denver, Colorado - Szoke et al. 1984; Los Angeles
Basin in California - Blier and Batten 1994; central and northern San Joaquin Valley in
California – Monteverdi and Quadros 1994; Rhine Valley in Germany - Hannesen et al.
1998; Po river valley in Italy - Costa et al. 2000, Hannesen et al. 2000, and Dotzek 2001;
Hudson Valley of New York -LaPenta et al. 2005,and Bosart et al. 2006). It has been
shown that air channeled northward, through the Hudson River Valley can generate a
favorable wind shear profile for tornadoes to develop (Bosart et al, 2006). Recent
research has been used to investigate what role the lowest levels of the atmosphere plays
in mesocyclogenesis and tornadogenesis (Markowski et al., 1998; Davies, 2001; Brooks
and Craven, 2002; Rasmussen, 2003; Thompson et al., 2003). Mesocyclogenesis is the
formation of an intense, rotating, initially almost vertical updraft in a supercell while
tornadogenesis is the formation of antecedent, low-level, vertical vorticity by a strong
updraft into a concentrated tube (Thunderstorm Morphology and Dynamics 1986). It has
been shown that mesoscale processes may alter the type of convection that forms
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(Chimonas and Kallos, 1986; Doswell, 1986; Arnold, 1994; Brown et al., 1998) and in
some instances can even prevent convection from forming (Wicker, 1983).
Doswell (1986) suggests that mesoscale processes may be necessary in some
situations to accomplish the final concatenation of the ingredients for a particular weather
event. To this end, the low-level wind flow affects mesocyclogenesis. Mesocyclones
appear to be strongest when the greatest shear is confined to the lowest levels of the
atmosphere (Alderman and Droegemeir, 2005). Low-level mesocyclogenesis is
dependent upon the magnitude of the surface flow (between 0 and 333 meters) and the
orientation of the vorticity vector near the surface (Atkins, 1993). When the low-level
environmental horizontal vorticity vector is orientated in the same direction as the
baroclinically-generated horizontal vorticity within the forward-flank gust front (the
interface between warm, moist air in the thunderstorm environment at low altitudes and
the cool, nearly saturated air of middle-level origin; Thunderstorm Morphology and
Dynamics, 1986), a strong low-level mesocyclone is generated. If, however, the vorticity
components are perpendicular or in opposition to one another, then the low-level
mesocyclogenesis is retarded or even stopped (Maddox et al., 1980; Atkins, 1993).
Maddox et al., (1980) states further that a thunderstorm crossing perpendicular to a
boundary will tend to produce short-lived but intense tornadoes. If the thunderstorm
travels parallel to the boundary, it will tend to produce long-lived intense tornadoes.
While the vertical wind shear profile is important in low-level mesocyclone development,
an increase in horizontal shear has little impact. Atkins (1993) argues that the small
impact an increase in horizontal shear has on low-level mesocyclogenesis means there is

6

a threshold amount of vertical vorticity along a boundary that is important to the lowlevel mesocyclone.

Pre-existing Boundaries
Meteorological boundaries usually separate air masses with different thermal
and/or moisture characteristics. Research has been used to show that such boundaries can
act to focus severe convection in the Southeast United States (Korotky 1990, Businger et
al. 1991, Vescio et al. 1993). Many studies such as Moller et al 1990, Rasmussen et al
1998 and Howell et al 2004 have been used to suggest that pre-existing boundaries may
play an important role in not only mesocyclogenesis and tornadogenesis, but in
strengthening of the low-levels of an existing mesocyclone.
During Project Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment
(VORTEX), up to 70% of the significant tornados (>F2) that were observed were found
to occur near low-level boundaries (Markowski, et al., 1998a). Surface boundaries
appear to enhance convergence and baroclinic horizontal vorticity, which can then be
tilted and stretched in the storm, thereafter leading to tornadogenesis (Purdom, 1993).
For example, a mature supercell with Rear-Flank Downdraft (RFD) and Forward-Flank
Downdraft (FFD) along the Texas/New Mexico border briefly became tornadic while
intersecting a boundary (Doswell, 2002). After the storm moved away from the
boundary into cool stable air, it continued to have a strong velocity couplet on Doppler
radar but no longer produced a tornado, which was probably due to the storm being
undercut by stable air. At no time other than when it intersected the boundary did the
supercell produce a tornado or funnel cloud (Doswell, 2002). In simulations,
7

mesocyclones within a supercell storm formed sooner and lasted longer near a boundary
than those without a boundary (Atkins 1993, Brazzell).

Spatial Variation of Boundaries
For research purposes areas with easily identifiable changes in land-type and/or
land-use have been used to determine where regions favorable to pre-existing boundaries
may develop. Either very dense vegetation adjacent to bare soil or wet soil adjacent to
dry soil can produce mesoscale circulations comparable to sea breezes (Segal et al. 1986,
Nicholson 1988, Segal et al. 1989, Segal et al. 1992, Segal et al. 1993). Furthermore, it
has been established that sea-breezes can initiate convection and provide enough helicity
to initiate tornadogenesis (Pfost et al. 2005). Nicholson (1988) found that if the
horizontal width of vegetation was less than twenty km, then the circulation only
extended a fraction vertically into the planetary boundary layer (PBL). If however, the
width of vegetation was greater than twenty km, the circulation could reach heights
comparable to the PBL and may be capable of initiating and enhancing moist convection.
Brown and Arnold (1998) have shown that non-classical mesoscale circulations
(NCMSs) caused by land-cover-type and soil type boundaries can initiate and enhance
convection. NCMCs may also form from horizontal gradients in sensible heat flux
caused primarily by differential soil moisture (Zhang and Anthes 1982, Markowski 1997,
Shaw et al. 1997). Nicholson (1988) has shown that hail storms and tornadoes are
significantly more prevalent in the irrigated regions of the US Great Plains than over nonirrigated regions. Pielke et al. (1997) examined the impact of land use patterns on moist
convection. Pielke et al. (1997) concluded that human modification of the landscape has
8

affected rainfall, generation of clouds, and the formation of tornadoes and thunderstorms.
Vegetation dynamics interact with climate and weather through a coupled nonlinear
interaction making the level of causation difficult to detect.

DEVELOPMENT OF STORM ROTATION IN NO-BOUNDARY AND BOUNDARY
ENVIRONMENTS
Storms that develop in homogenous environments (environments that have no
discernable air mass boundaries) appear to derive their low-level rotation from different
sources when compared to those that develop in heterogeneous environments
(environments that do contain discernable air mass boundaries). In a homogenous
environment storms derive low-level rotation by ingesting streamwise vorticity initiated
along the storm’s Forward Flank Downdraft (FFD). For storms interacting with a
boundary, a significant portion of the streamwise vorticity originates on the cool side of
the boundary. When the vorticity is tilted and stretched vertically, the mesocyclone
strengthens (Atkins 1993). There is at least one case of a tornado forming on a boundary
due in part to pre-existing shallow circulations. A supercell formed and moved parallel
to a boundary on 16 May 1995 near Garden City, KS. The shallow circulation formed on
the boundary and when the supercell moved over the circulation, it was ingested and
stretched into the updraft. The low-level rotation became collocated with the mid-level
mesocyclone already present in the storm. The storm produced an F1 tornado after the
two mesocyclones became vertically cohesive. It is not known, however, whether the
supercell would have formed a low-level mesocyclone in time had it not ingested the
shallow circulation (Wakimoto et al. 1998). Generally, the affect of boundary
interactions with supercells is not yet well understood.
9

As furrther researcch is devotedd to the loweer levels of sttorms, moree recognitionn is
being given to
o the role that the mesosscale environnment plays in determiniing tornado type
annd strength. For instancce, the swirl ratio
r
is a meeasure of thee relative amount of ambbient
vorticity com
mpared to the amount of ambient
a
convvergence:

S=

,

wheree Ro is mesoccyclone radiius,
zi is th
he boundary-layer depthh,
Mrad is the inflow component of velocity, and
Mtan iss the tangenttial componeent of velociity.
Put an
nother way, the
t tangentiaal componennt of the veloocity aroundd the updraft
t the averagge updraft veelocity. It is this ratio thhat is believed to
reegion can bee compared to
be a determin
ning factor inn the type off tornado whhich may form
m (i.e., multti-vortex versus
siingle vortex)) (Trapp R.J, 1999). Thee higher the tangential wind
w
speeds when
w
compaared
too the verticall wind speedds, the greateer the swirl ratio
r
(Meteorology for Scientists
S
andd
E
Engineers,
20
000). The sw
wirl ratio is also
a affectedd by the deptth of the bouundary layer and
thhe radius of the
t mesocycclone. For exxample, if thhe depth (thiickness) of thhe boundaryy
laayer increasees by increassing the tempperature, thee swirl ratio will
w decrease. Higher CAPE
C
ennvironmentss can lead to the potentiaal for greaterr swirl ratioss. Kilty (20005) states whhile
C
CAPE
actuallly measures the energy available
a
to lift
l air parceels, a person might also think
t
of CAPE as being
b
the eneergy capablee of supportinng a pressurre deficit witthin the core of a
m
mesocyclone
or a tornadoo. For tornaddoes in a low
w swirl ratio environmennt, the depth of
thhe surface in
nflow layer may
m be only around 10-330 m (Bluesttein 2004). Many
M
estimaates
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of the maximum wind speeds found in tornadoes are at altitudes between 15-200 m above
ground level, with most below 100 m (Bluestein and Golden 1993).

COMMON INDICES RELATED TO THE LOW-LEVEL ENVIRONMENT

Critical Levels

LCL and LFC
Lifting condensation level (LCL) is the level at which a parcel of air reaches
saturation as a result of being mechanically lifted. LCL heights are measured in meters
above ground level. Once a parcel of air reaches the LCL the release of latent heat due to
the condensation process will retard rapid cooling. The level of free convection (LFC) is
the level at which a parcel becomes buoyant relative to its environment. LFC is also
measured in meters above ground level. LCL heights and tornado strength appear to be
related. Rasmussen and Blanchard (1998) show that half of the significant tornado
soundings they used had LCL heights below 800 meters, while nearly half of the nonsignificant tornado soundings had LCL heights below 1200 meters. Corroboration of
these findings was provided by Edwards and Thompson (2000), who found that the LCL
height of significant tornadoes (600 meters) was almost half that of non-significant
tornadoes (1000 meters). LCL and LFC heights seem to be lower for tornadic supercells
versus non-tornadic supercells (Rasmussen and Blanchard 1998; Jackson 2006).
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Stability Ind
dices

L
LI
Lifted
d index (LI = TENVIR(5000) – TPARCEL(500))
(
typicaally measurees the
teemperature difference
d
beetween a parrcel raised frrom the surfaace to 500 mb
m and the
ennvironmentaal temperaturre at 500 mbb. The LI method can bee used to meeasure the
teemperature difference
d
at any level buut is most coommon at 5000 mb. Valuues less than zero
inndicate unstaable air. As a general ruule, the moree unstable ann air mass, thhe greater wiill be
thhe negative value
v
of LI. For instancee, if the dew
wpoint at the surface incrreases withouut
anny change att 500 mb, a more
m
negativve LI will reesult. When the dewpoinnt is increaseed a
parcel can reaach the LFC more quickkly and achieeve positive buoyancy.
b
I
Increased
teemperatures at the surfacce without anny change att 500 mb maay also resultt in a more
negative LI, but
b at a less efficient ratee than increaased dewpoinnts. The ressulting greateer
ue of LI is duue to the greaater temperaature differenntial betweenn the surfacee and
negative valu
500 mb.

C
CAPE
Conveective availaable potentiaal energy (CA
APE =

)

prrovides a meeasure of thee maximum possible
p
kinnetic energy that
t a staticaally unstablee
parcel can acq
quire (An Inntroduction to Dynamic Meteorology
M
y, 2004). Vissually, CAPE
E is
thhe total area under a parccel trace thatt is raised aloong a saturaated adiabaticc and above the
ennvironmentaal temperaturre on a Skew
w-T sounding. CAPE iss directly rellated to the
m
maximum
verrtical wind speed
s
possibble in a thundderstorm andd as such, caan be a usefuul
12

tool in assessing severe weather potential. Typical severe weather values begin near
1000 J/kg and can be greater than 7000 J/kg. The most efficient way to increase CAPE
using surface based methods (versus upper level changes) is to increase the dewpoint.
Surface Based CAPE is common abbreviated SBCAPE.

MUCAPE
Most Unstable Convective Available Potential Energy is a measure of the
potential energy of the most unstable parcel in the lowest 300 mb (Doswell and
Rasmussen 1994, Craven et al. 2002, Bright and Wandishin 2006). MUCAPE is useful
when trying to estimate available CAPE in only a portion of the sounding. For example,
if storms develop above a stable layer, MUCAPE would be used to determine the amount
of energy available to the parcel above the stable layer (Craven et al. 2002).

MLCAPE
Mean Layer Convective Available Potential Energy is a measure of CAPE using
the mean temperature and dewpoint found within the lowest 100 mb of the troposphere.
MLCAPE generally calculates the most accurate value of CAPE and therefore is
considered to be the most appropriate (Craven et al. 2002).

0-3 km CAPE
It has been shown (Davies, 2001; Rasmussen, 2003) that when 0-3 km CAPE
(amount of CAPE between the surface and 3 km above the surface) approaches 200 J/kg
or more, F1 or F2 tornadoes may form with relatively weak SRH, vertical shear, and
13

shear-CAPE combinations, especially when pre-existing boundaries are present. Davies
(2001) found that 87% (13/15) of the cases he studied with 0-3 km CAPE above 200 J/kg
produced tornadoes. It is axiomatic then, that when low-level CAPE is large, Convective
Inhibition tends to be small. Near-ground CAPE may enable better interaction between
low-level shear and low-level updrafts, thus increasing the stretching in the updraft
(Rasmussen, 2003). Generally, 0-3 km CAPE values are higher for tornadic supercells
versus non-tornadic supercells (Davies, 2001). Research data, however, are equivocal
when considering the possibility that 0-3 km CAPE is a reliable indicator of tornadic
supercells versus non-tornadic supercells or even non-significant tornadoes versus
significant tornadoes (Jackson, 2006). Interestingly, Mississippi has shown a greater
variation in CAPE and 0-3 km CAPE between significant tornadoes and non-significant
tornadoes than the averages for the Southeast region (Jackson 2006). As with most
indices, CAPE is most useful when incorporated with other severe weather parameters.

CIN
Convective inhibition (CIN ) is a measure of negative buoyancy that prevents a
rising parcel from reaching its Level of Free Convection (LFC) and is measured in J/kg
(Weather Map Handbook, 2003). CIN is calculated in the same manner as CAPE.
Values typically range from 0-100 J/kg, with values over 100 meaning a strong inversion
is in place and no thunderstorms are likely.
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Shear Indices

Storm Relative Helicity
Storm Relative Helicity (SRH) is a measure of the potential for helical flow in a
fluid relative to the storm’s motion or path. SRH units are in meters squared over
seconds squared (m^2/s^2). Values for severe weather usually range from roughly 150 to
over 450 m^2/s^2 (Weather Map Handbook, 2003). Vertical wind shear is the change in
wind direction and speed with height.
SRH has been found to be a useful tool in diagnosing severe weather potential
(Davies-Jones 1984, 1993; Lilly 1986; Davies-Jones et al. 1990; Davies and Johns 1993;
Johns et al. 1993). Storms developing in high SRH environments are apt to produce
severe weather (Markowski et. al. 1997). Variations in mesoscale SRH may be used to
explain why some supercells produce tornadoes while others relatively near do not
(Davies-Jones et al. 1990, Davies-Jones 1993, Brooks et al. 1994, Markowski et. al.
1997, Richardson et al. 1998). A diurnal variation in SRH has also been studied.
Rasmussen and Wilhelmson (1983) and Maddox (1993) documented diurnal variations in
SRH which Maddox (1993) suggested may be due to diurnal oscillations in the low-level
jet.

0-1 and 0-3 km SRH
0-1 km SRH is the amount of Storm Relative Helicity in the lowest kilometer of
the atmosphere while 0-3 km SRH is the amount of Storm Relative Helicity in the lowest
3 kilometers of the atmosphere. Research data can be used to suggest that greater
15

am
mounts of SRH in the loowest levels of the atmossphere tend to
t produce environments
e
s
faavorable to tornadic
t
supeercells and associated
a
seevere weatheer (Markowsski et. al. 19997).
R
Rasmussen
an
nd Blanchard (1998) fouund mean vaalues of 0-3 SRH
S
to be near 200 m^22/s^2
w tornadic supercells while
with
w
seventty-five perceent of non-seevere thunderrstorms had 0-3
km
m SRH valu
ues less than 100 m^2/s^^2. Striking changes of SRH
S
values in near storm
ms
ennvironmentss have been attributed
a
to inflow enhaancement byy Brooks et al.
a (1994). Inn
sppatial distancces of 50-1000 km or lesss and temporral amounts less than 3 hours,
h
SRH
values can ch
hange by twoo orders of magnitude
m
(M
Markowski et
e al. 1997). If low-levell
boundaries peersist and paarcels are ablle to travel along
a
(paralleel to) the bouundary, the
parcel will accquire greateer amounts of horizontal vorticity (M
Markowski ett al. 1997).
V
Values
of horrizontal vortiicity can douuble or evenn triple whenn the parcel of
o air is stretcched
ass it approach
hes the updraaft along a thhermal/buoyyancy bounddary (Bluesteein 1988, DaaviesJoones and Bro
ooks 1993, Markowski
M
e al. 1997). Interestinglly, Markowsski et al. (19997)
et
sttates that vorrticity generrated by a theermal bounddary in the loowest 3 km of
o the
attmosphere can possibly exist for sevveral hours after
a
the bounndary has dissipated.

C
Combination
n Indices

E
Energy
Heliccity Index

Energ
gy helicity inndex (EHI =

) is a prooduct of CAP
PE and 0-3 km
k

shhear, thus it is high whenn either paraameter is higgh (Weather Map Handbook, 2003).
V
Values
typicaally range froom 0.5 to 5 for
f severe weather,
w
althoough rarely, values abovve 5
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do occur. Research has shown that a balance between CAPE and SRH is needed for an
environment conducive to supercells and tornadoes to develop (Rasmussen and
Wilhelmson 1983; Johns et al. 1993; Korotky et al. 1993; Brooks et al 1993; Doswell and
Cooper 1994; Rasmussen and Blanchard 1998; Jackson 2006; Beal 2007). For example,
if CAPE and SRH are used independently, neither is a good discriminator of tornado
versus non-tornado or significant tornado versus non-significant tornado. EHI
(combination of the two indices) however, has been shown to be able to discriminate
between these types of storm and tornado environments (Rasmussen and Blanchard 1998;
Jackson 2006). In particular, 0-1 km EHI and 0-3 km EHI appear to be good
discriminators of tornadic supercell versus non-tornado supercell environments
(Rasmussen 2003). 0-1 km EHI appears to be better at diagnosing significant tornado
versus non-significant tornado environments than 0-3 km EHI (Edwards and Thompson
2000; Rasmussen 2003; Jackson 2006).
Edwards and Thompson (2000) found a mean 0-1 km EHI value for environments
capable of producing significant tornadoes of 2.4, and 1.1 for non-significant tornado
environments. Nearly two-thirds of significant tornado soundings they used had 0-1 km
EHI values greater than 0.5, while 75% of non-significant tornadoes had values less than
0.5.
According to Beal (2007), warm season versus cool season Southeast United
States tornadoes have different CAPE and SRH parameters, but similar EHI values. In
the warm season (April and May), CAPE tended to be higher while SRH was lower,
while in the cool season (November through February) SRH was higher and CAPE was
lower. Higher SRH in the warm season was found to be a good determinant between
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significant tornadoes and non-significant tornadoes. In contrast, higher CAPE in the cool
season was found to be a good determinant between significant tornadoes and nonsignificant tornadoes. Overall, the differences found in EHI between the warm and cool
seasons were not statistically significant.

Damage Potential Index
The Damage Potential Index (hereafter DPI) was created by Richard L.
Thompson and Michael D. Vescio (Thompson R. L. et al, 1998). DPI combines tornado
intensity, path length and path width in an attempt to quantitatively describe the
destructive potential of a tornado. The index can be used to compare individual
tornadoes, tornado outbreaks, and even average tornado strength between seasons. The
following formula is used to determine DPI:


ࡰࡼࡵ ൌ  ࢇ ሺࡲ  ሻ
ୀ

where ܽ = path length multiplied by path width and ܨ = F-rating of the tornado.
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CHAPTER III
DATA AND METHODS

DATA

Study Period
All data for this study are from the period 1992-2005 inclusive. This includes
tornado, Radar, land use and model data. Data for this period are easily accessible
through the Storm Prediction center, National Climate Data Center and United States
Geological Service.

Study Region
The region of study is limited to fifty km east and west of the transition zone
between the Mississippi River alluvial plain and the bluffs that mark the eastern extent of
the plain (figure 1). This region was chosen for the study because there exist twenty
kilometer swaths of differing vegetation and land use types on either side of the Deltabluffs interface. Twenty km swaths of differing vegetation are capable of initiating NonClassic Mesoscale Circulations (NCMC) and creating air mass boundaries that may affect
severe local storms (Zhang and Anthes 1982, Segal et al. 1986, Nicholson 1988, Segal et
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al. 1989, Segal et al. 1992, Segal et al. 1993, Markowski 1997, Pielke et al. 1997, Shaw et
al. 1997, Brown and Arnold 1998, Pfost et al. 2005).

Tornado Data
The historical tornado database utilized in this study is compiled by the Storm
Prediction Center (SPC) in Norman, Oklahoma and available from the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC). This database, beginning in 1950 through present includes
individual tornado location and strength, as well as day, month, year, time, DPI, width,
length, fatalities and injuries associated with each event. Only tornadoes occurring from
1992 through 2005 are used in this study.
The observation and reporting of tornado events have many documented inherent
flaws (Doswell and Burgess 1988, Grazulis et al. 1993, Brooks and Doswell 2002).
Many of these problems (under/over reporting, haphazard record keeping,
misidentification of virga as tornadoes, etc) will be lessened due to the operational use of
Doppler radar since 1988 and the use of storm spotter training courses. However there
will always be some bias as the entire atmosphere cannot be sampled.

Radar Data
Level II Radar data for this study was extracted from the National Climatic Data
Center (NCDC) in Asheville, North Carolina. Level II data includes base reflectivity,
base velocity and spectrum width. The GR-Analyst visualization software which allows
for the computation of storm-relative winds, vertically integrated liquid, vertically
integrated liquid density, echo tops and normalized rotation is used in the visual analysis
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of these radar data. Radar data are matched to the 1992 through 2005 study region
tornado events.

Land-use Data
The Land-use data for this study came from the USGS Land Cover Institute’s
National Land Cover Database 1992 (Vogelmann J. E. 2001). The State of Mississippi
is divided into twenty-one land-use/land-type classifications. It is important to note that
not all land-use/land-types are used in Mississippi. For example, classification twelve,
perennial ice/snow, does not occur in the humid subtropical environment of Mississippi.
Listed below is the Land Cover Land Use Key with a brief description of each
(Vogelmann J. E. 2001).

Table 3.1 Original Land Cover Land Use Key
Water
11 Open Water
12 Perennial Ice/Snow
Developed
21 Low Intensity Residential
22 High Intensity Residential
23 Commercial/Industrial/Transportation
Barren
31 Bare Rock/Sand/Clay
32 Quarries/Strip Mines/Gravel Pits
33 Transitional
Forested Upland
41 Deciduous Forest
42 Evergreen Forest
43 Mixed Forest
Shrubland
51 Shrubland
Non-natural Woody
61 Orchards/Vineyards/Other
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Table 3.1 (continued)
Herbaceous Upland
71 Grasslands/Herbaceous
Herbaceous Planted/Cultivated
81 Pasture/Hay
82 Row Crops
83 Small Grains
84 Fallow
85 Urban/Recreational Grasses
Wetlands
91 Woody Wetlands
92 Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands
NLCD Land Cover Classification System Land Cover Class Definitions:
Water - All areas of open water or permanent ice/snow cover.
11. Open Water - All areas of open water; typically 25 percent or greater cover of water
(per pixel).
12. Perennial Ice/Snow - All areas characterized by year-long cover of ice and/or snow.
Developed - Areas characterized by a high percentage (30 percent or greater) of
constructed materials (e.g. asphalt, concrete, buildings, etc).
21. Low Intensity Residential - Includes areas with a mixture of constructed materials
and vegetation. Constructed materials account for 30-80 percent of the cover. Vegetation
may account for 20 to 70 percent of the cover. These areas most commonly include
single-family housing units. Population densities will be lower than in high intensity
residential areas.
22. High Intensity Residential - Includes highly developed areas where people reside in
high numbers. Examples include apartment complexes and row houses. Vegetation
accounts for less than 20 percent of the cover. Constructed materials account for 80
to100 percent of the cover.
23. Commercial/Industrial/Transportation - Includes infrastructure (e.g. roads, railroads,
etc.) and all highly developed areas not classified as High Intensity Residential.
Barren - Areas characterized by bare rock, gravel, sand, silt, clay, or other earthen
material, with little or no "green" vegetation present regardless of its inherent ability to
support life. Vegetation, if present, is more widely spaced and scrubby than that in the
"green" vegetated categories; lichen cover may be extensive.
31. Bare Rock/Sand/Clay - Prennially barren areas of bedrock, desert pavement, scarps,
talus, slides, volcanic material, glacial debris, beaches, and other accumulations of
earthen material.
32. Quarries/Strip Mines/Gravel Pits - Areas of extractive mining activities with
significant surface expression.
33. Transitional - Areas of sparse vegetative cover (less than 25 percent of cover) that
are dynamically changing from one land cover to another, often because of land use
activities. Examples include forest clear cuts, a transition phase between forest and
agricultural land, the temporary clearing of vegetation, and changes due to natural causes
(e.g. fire, flood, etc.).
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Table 3.1 (continued)
Forested Upland - Areas characterized by tree cover (natural or semi-natural woody
vegetation, generally greater than 6 meters tall); tree canopy accounts for 25-100 percent
of the cover.
41. Deciduous Forest - Areas dominated by trees where 75 percent or more of the tree
species shed foliage simultaneously in response to seasonal change.
42. Evergreen Forest - Areas dominated by trees where 75 percent or more of the tree
species maintain their leaves all year. Canopy is never without green foliage.
43. Mixed Forest - Areas dominated by trees where neither deciduous nor evergreen
species represent more than 75 percent of the cover present.
Shrubland - Areas characterized by natural or semi-natural woody vegetation with aerial
stems, generally less than 6 meters tall, with individuals or clumps not touching to
interlocking. Both evergreen and deciduous species of true shrubs, young trees, and trees
or shrubs that are small or stunted because of environmental conditions are included.
51. Shrubland - Areas dominated by shrubs; shrub canopy accounts for 25-100 percent
of the cover. Shrub cover is generally greater than 25 percent when tree cover is less than
25 percent. Shrub cover may be less than 25 percent in cases when the cover of other life
forms (e.g. herbaceous or tree) is less than 25 percent and shrubs cover exceeds the cover
of the other life forms.
Non-natural Woody - Areas dominated by non-natural woody vegetation; non-natural
woody vegetative canopy accounts for 25-100 percent of the cover. The non-natural
woody classification is subject to the availability of sufficient ancillary data to
differentiate non-natural woody vegetation from natural woody vegetation.
61. Orchards/Vineyards/Other - Orchards, vineyards, and other areas planted or
maintained for the production of fruits, nuts, berries, or ornamentals.
Herbaceous Upland - Upland areas characterized by natural or semi-natural herbaceous
vegetation; herbaceous vegetation accounts for 75-100 percent of the cover.
71. Grasslands/Herbaceous - Areas dominated by upland grasses and forbs. In rare
cases, herbaceous cover is less than 25 percent, but exceeds the combined cover of the
woody species present. These areas are not subject to intensive management, but they are
often utilized for grazing.
Planted/Cultivated - Areas characterized by herbaceous vegetation that has been planted
or is intensively managed for the production of food, feed, or fiber; or is maintained in
developed settings for specific purposes. Herbaceous vegetation accounts for 75-100
percent of the cover.
81. Pasture/Hay - Areas of grasses, legumes, or grass-legume mixtures planted for
livestock grazing or the production of seed or hay crops.
82. Row Crops - Areas used for the production of crops, such as corn, soybeans,
vegetables, tobacco, and cotton.
83. Small Grains - Areas used for the production of graminoid crops such as wheat,
barley, oats, and rice.
84. Fallow - Areas used for the production of crops that are temporarily barren or with
sparse vegetative cover as a result of being tilled in a management practice that
incorporates prescribed alternation between cropping and tillage.
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Table 3.1 (continued)
85. Urban/Recreational Grasses - Vegetation (primarily grasses) planted in developed
settings for recreation, erosion control, or aesthetic purposes. Examples include parks,
lawns, golf courses, airport grasses, and industrial site grasses.
Wetlands - Areas where the soil or substrate is periodically saturated with or covered
with water as defined by Cowardin et al.
91. Woody Wetlands - Areas where forest or shrubland vegetation accounts for 25-100
percent of the cover and the soil or substrate is periodically saturated with or covered
with water.
92. Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands - Areas where perennial herbaceous vegetation
accounts for 75-100 percent of the cover and the soil or substrate is periodically saturated
with or covered with water.
NOTE - All Classes May NOT Be Represented in a specific state data set. The class
number represents the digital value of the class in the data set. NLCD Land Cover
Classification System Key - Rev. July 20, 1999

WRF Model including NARR Dataset
The Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) is a next-generation
mesoscale numerical weather prediction system designed to serve both operational
forecasting and atmospheric research needs. WRF was developed collaboratively by
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
and the Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL), the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA), the
Naval Research Laboratory, the University of Oklahoma, and the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA).
The information used in the reanalysis is from the National Centers for
Environmental Protection NCEP). North American Regional Reanalysis data (NARR-A)
were used in all of the WRF model runs. The NARR dataset has a resolution of thirtytwo kilometers. The WRF model runs used for this study are nested grids. The
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southwest corner for the Mother Of All Domains (MOAD) is from latitude 31.8684N,
longitude -92.1362W to latitude 34.4782, longitude -89.1055W in the northeast corner
and has a resolution of three kilometers. The southwest corner of the inner nest domain
is from latitude 32.1198N, longitude -91.2064W to 33.6181N, longitude -89.5342W in
the northeast corner and has a resolution of one kilometer.

METHODOLOGY

Study Period
Study area tornadoes occurring between 1992 and 2005 are used in this study.
The study is limited to these years because of the supporting datasets. The land cover
land use data set used was created in 1992 and the Fujita scale was modified to the
Enhanced Fujita scale in 2005 (from here on referred to as F-scale and EF-scale
respectively). This study is limited to tornadoes occurring prior to the introduction of the
EF-scale in an effort to keep consistency within the tornado dataset.

Study Region
The study area is located in the Mississippi River alluvial plain (from here on
referred to as the Delta) and adjacent portions of the Mississippi wooded hills (figure
3.1).
All tornadoes beginning, ending, or traversing through the study region and
within fifty km east and west of the Delta-bluffs interface are used in this study (figure
3.1). Markowski et al.(1998), found that thunderstorms producing F2 or greater intensity
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tornadoes were within fifty km of pre-existing boundaries in eastern New Mexico and
west Texas. To aid in identifying regions where differing land-use/land-type may affect
severe local storms, a twenty and fifty km buffer is positioned to the east and west of the
Delta-bluffs interface (figure 3.1). The twenty km boundary also helps in identifying
areas where PBL depth circulations may develop due to differing moisture and sensible
heat flux values (Zhang and Anthes 1982, Segal et al. 1986, Segal et al. 1989, Segal et al.
1992, Segal et al. 1993, Markowski 1997, Pielke et al. 1997, Shaw et al. 1997, Brown and
Arnold 1998). Circulations along vegetation and soil boundaries have been shown to
enhance the potential for storm rotation and tornadoes.

Figure 3.1 Map of study area highlighting the Delta-bluffs interface and 20/50 km
buffers
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Reclassification of Land-use Data
The initial USGS Land Cover Institute’s National Land Cover Database 1992
divided the State of Mississippi into twenty-one classifications. To aid in the landuse/land-type boundary identification used in this study the original twenty-one
classifications are combined to form six classifications. The classes were combined
together based upon similar soil or vegetation characteristics. For example, deciduous
forest, evergreen forest, mixed forest, shrubland and orchards/vineyards/other types were
combined to one class that represents forested areas. Some classes are eliminated entirely
because they do not occur in Mississippi. The six new classes are listed below along
with the original twenty-one classes that comprise them.
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Table 3.2 Study Land Cover Land Use Key
1 Water (dark blue)
11 Open Water
2 Urban (red)
21 Low Intensity Residential
22 High Intensity Residential
23 Commercial/Industrial/Transportation
85 Urban/Recreational Grasses
3 Barren (gray)
31 Bare Rock/Sand/Clay
32 Quarries/Strip Mines/Gravel Pits
33 Transitional
4 Forests (green)
41 Deciduous Forest
42 Evergreen Forest
43 Mixed Forest
51 Shrubland
61 Orchards/Vineyards/Other
5 Fields/Irrigated (yellow)
71 Grasslands/Herbaceous
81 Pasture/Hay
82 Row Crops
83 Small Grains
84 Fallow
6 Wetlands (light blue)
91 Woody Wetlands
92 Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands

Using fewer yet similar land-use/land-type classifications will lead to clearer and
easier identification of differing vegetation boundaries that may affect moisture and
sensible heat flux values across a small spatial domain. Furthermore, the narrowing of
classes allows for easier identification of twenty km swaths of differing vegetation
capable of initiating Non-Classic Mesoscale Circulations (NCMC) and creating air mass
boundaries that may affect severe local storms (Zhang and Anthes 1982, Segal et al.
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1986, Nicholson 1988, Segal et al. 1989, Segal et al. 1992, Segal et al. 1993, Markowski
1997, Pielke et al. 1997, Shaw et al. 1997, Brown and Arnold 1998, Pfost et al. 2005).

Tornado Density
The tornado data used in this study are plotted by latitude and longitude in the
ArcGIS software in order to visualize three things: beginning points of tornadoes, ending
points of tornadoes and the approximate path the tornado traveled. When a tornado only
had a beginning point the beginning and ending points were considered one in the same.
While this is nearly physically impossible for most tornadoes, for the purposes of this
study and due to the nature of the tornado database, certain assumptions must be made.
Hawths Tools are used to connect the beginning and ending points when available.
Hawths Tools is a third-party software supplement to ArcGIS. Hawths Tools allows a
user to connect points in ArcGIS.

Statistical Analysis

Nearest Neighbor
A nearest neighbor analyst in ArcGIS is used to analyze the spatial distribution of
tornadoes in the Delta. The nearest neighbor is expressed as the ratio of the observed
distance divided by the expected distance. The expected distance is the average distance
between neighbors in a hypothetical random distribution. As a portion of this analysis,
population bias is also considered. If clustering occurs nearly on top of a population
center then that cluster is considered a result of population bias (similar to Thomas 2008).
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Two-Sample T-test
The tornado data are also organized in a spreadsheet format for simple pattern
analysis and a two-sample t-test assuming equal variances. Equal variances are assumed
because both samples come from the same population. The output is presented in
parenthesis showing the probability tested at (p < x). The T-score is defined by the level
of rejection commonly referred to as the test level (Statistical Methods in the
Atmospheric Sciences, 2006). The test level in all t-tests is 5% unless otherwise
specified. Some t-tests are performed at 1% to show the significance of the findings and
are noted as such. The value of p is the specific probability that the observed value of the
test statistic, together with all other possible values of the test statistic that are at least as
unfavorable to the null hypothesis, will occur (Statistical Methods in the Atmospheric
Sciences, 2006). The null hypothesis is not rejected if the t-score falls into the range of p.
Conversely, the null hypothesis is rejected if the t-score is outside the range of p. All
months, seasons and years were tested for significance in DPI values, tornado path length
and width. Only months, seasons and years found to be significant are reported and
discussed.

Data Normalization
All data are converted to a percent of mean. This was done by dividing the
number of events in a given month, season and year by the mean number of events
occurring for those months, seasons and years. Converting every month, season and year
to a percent of mean normalizes the data and allows all months, seasons and years to be
compared. The normalization technique used does not consider spatial differences
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between different datasets and as such only normalized data from the same data set can
be compared.

DPI Normalization
Damage Potential Index (DPI) is calculated for every month, season and year.
This is done by simply adding together the entire DPI values for a given month, season
and year. This allows for a simple comparison of mean tornado strength between
months, seasons and years. The number of tornadoes occurring each month, season and
year is tabulated. Also, to compare months, seasons and years, a mean tornado day is
calculated for every month, season and year. To accomplish this, the number of
tornadoes occurring every month, season or year is divided by the total days occurring in
that particular month, season or year. This produces a mean tornado day per each month,
year and season. This process is also done for the entire study period to establish a base
line for the interpretation of a mean tornado day in the study area. A “mean” tornado is
one that is representative of all the tornadoes in any given month, season or year. For
example if month A had tornado path lengths of three, four and five miles then the
“mean” tornado for that month would have a path length of 4 miles. Simply divide the
total path length by the number of tornadoes.

Poisson Distribution
A Poisson distribution is used in this study to determine spatial and temporal
patterns.
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where Ȝ = number of tornadoes per grid space or time frame, x = number of tornadoes in
a given grid space or time frame.
The entire study region from fifty km west of the Delta-bluffs interface to fifty
km east of the Delta-bluffs interface is divided into eighty-one grid sections (figure 3.2).
Due to the undulating shape of the Mississippi River and the Delta-bluffs interface, not
all of the eighty-one grid sections contain equal area. The total number of tornadoes is
divided by the total number of grids to produce the Lambda used in the Poisson
distribution. The variable “x” is the number of tornadoes in a given space or time frame.
By using the number of tornadoes in a given space, a Poisson distribution will give the
likelihood of a tornado forming in that area in the future. By using the number of
tornadoes in a given time frame, a Poisson distribution will calculate the general number
of tornadoes that should form over a certain time frame in the future. It is worth noting
that the purpose of this study is not to produce an exact Poisson distribution of tornadoes
over the study area. It is instead used to see a general spatial and temporal pattern of
distribution of tornadoes. The Poisson statistical analysis is just one of many tools being
used to investigate possible spatial and temporal patterns of tornado distribution.
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Figure 3.2 Map of grid sections and F0-F1 tornadoes used in Poisson distribution.

Analysis of Radar Data
The results from the nearest neighbor, kernel density and Poisson analyzes are
used to determine which portion of the Delta to investigate further. Eight case studies are
chosen in areas of the Delta that have a clustering of tornadoes. These eight case studies
are investigated to try to explain some of the basic physical processes behind the tornado
clusters occurring in the study area. It is important to note that because only eight case
studies are being investigated not all physical processes can be examined.
Seven of the case studies were chosen from the tornado database provided by the
NCDC. The eighth example occurred while research was ongoing for this study. The
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eighth case study is not included in any of the statistical analysis because it occurred
outside the study period. Each case study must contain a thunderstorm or group of
storms that crosses the Delta-bluffs interface, produces at least one tornado, is close
enough to the radar to sample the lower portions of the storm and has radar data that are
complete (i.e. all products at all scan levels). Many promising case studies were
eliminated for not meeting these criteria, until only eight were left.
The remaining examples are viewed using GR2Analyst. GR2Analyst is a
software program developed by Mike Gibson of Gibson Ridge LLC. GR2Analyst
includes standard radar products such as Base Reflectivity (BR), Base Velocity (BV) and
Storm Relative Velocity (SRV). Unlike most radar viewing software, GR2Analyst gives
the user the ability to view the storm in three dimensions using a Volume Explorer.
Other advantages of this software package include the computation of Normalized
Rotation (NROT) and the Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm (MDA). To put it very
simplistically, NROT “normalizes” rotation in a storm by comparing values of shears
found in the storm. For a more complete explanation see Smith, T.M. and K. L. Elmore,
2004: The use of radial velocity derivatives to diagnose rotation and divergence. The
MDA tool derives values based upon NROT to determine whether a mesocyclone is
present. GR2Analyst also displays a Spectrum Width (SW) product. SW is a measure of
velocity dispersion within the object the radar is sampling (Lemon 1999). If there is a
large change in velocity in a small area the SW signature will feature high values. SW is
useful in determining locations of mesocyclones, strong updrafts and wind shifts. For the
purposes of this study SW will be used mostly to determine strong mesocyclone
signatures at the lowest levels of the storm. This would imply a tornadic vortex signature
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can be detected using SW in conjunction with other normal radar products (T.-Y. Yu et
al. 2004). All of these products are used to determine if a storm weakens, strengthens, or
remains relatively unchanged as it crosses the Delta-bluffs interface. It should be noted
that the interpretation of Radar data is inherently subjective and can vary between users
even when utilizing the same display software.

WRF Model including NARR Dataset
The NARR dataset has a resolution of thirty-two kilometers. The WRF model
output used for this study are nested grids. The southwest corner for the Mother Of All
Domains (MOAD) is from latitude 31.8684N, longitude -92.1362W to latitude 34.4782,
longitude -89.1055W in the northeast corner and has a resolution of three kilometers.
The southwest corner of the inner nest domain is from latitude 32.1198N, longitude 91.2064W to 33.6181N, longitude -89.5342W in the northeast corner and has a resolution
of one kilometer. These parameters for domain size and resolution were chosen to
capture mesoscale processes. In particular, the WRF model is being used to model the
subtle atmospheric changes that occur near the Delta-bluffs interface. In addition, the
WRF model is used to model how these changes affect thunderstorms crossing the Deltabluffs interface.
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WRF Model Parameterization

Table 3.3 Details of WRF Model Physics
Parameter

Scheme Used

Planetary Boundary Layer

MRF PBL scheme

Longwave Radiation

RRTM-Radiation scheme

Surface Layer

NOAH-Land Surface model

Cumulus Parameterization

Kain-Fritsch 2 Cumulus

Microphysics

Reisner’s Mixed Phase Precipitation
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LAND-USE DATA
The land use land cover data were reduced from twenty-one to six classes in order
to more easily identify twenty km or greater swaths of differential vegetation. Figure 4.1
shows the original map with twenty-one classifications. Figure 4.2 shows the new six
classification map. Figure 4.2 clearly shows a dark green swath of forested land
approximately twenty km in width along the Delta-bluffs interface from just north of
Greenwood extending south and southwestward toward Vicksburg. North of Greenwood
the dark green area of forest begins to thin. This is especially apparent from Enid Lake
northward towards Memphis, Tennessee. As this expanse of forest thins any boundary
caused by the difference in moisture or sensible heat flux will weaken as well (Nicholson
1988).
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Figure 4.1 Map of Delta with original twenty-one classifications.
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Figure 4.2 Map of Delta with six classifications including 20 and 50 km buffers east and
west of the bluff and reference locations.

STUDY REGION TORNADO CHARACTERISTICS

Tornado Density – All
An additional analysis was done on all tornadoes found in the Delta and also on
all tornadoes located east of the fifty km buffer in Mississippi (figure 4.3). The clustering
in figure 4.3 is limited to the southern portion of the area outside the Delta. The farthest
east cluster is due to population bias as Meridian is in the center of the cluster (Thomas
2008). Portions of the cluster located in the southwest portion of the analysis are also a
product of population bias as they begin to encroach into the Jackson metro area (Thomas
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2008). For comparison a density function of all baroclinic tornado events north of
latitude 31.90N in the state of Mississippi is shown (figure 4.4). When figure 4.4 and 4.3
are compared the influence of the Delta becomes more apparent especially given the
population bias found in the clustering outside of the Delta. The boundaries for the
second study group are the same latitude as the Delta for the north to south extents. The
fifty km Delta buffer forms the western boundary while the Mississippi-Alabama border
forms the eastern boundary. These two groups made of all F-scale tornadoes will be
compared to see if there are different environmental characteristics found in the Delta
that lead to tornado development.

Figure 4.3 Map of all tornadoes outside the Delta with density function, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.4 Map of all tornadoes in Mississippi north of latitude 31.90N with density
function, 1992-2005.
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Annual Variability

Annual Percent of Mean
Tornadoes occurred with the most frequency in 1999 at 264% of the normalized
value for any given year (figure 4.5). In January 1999 a large outbreak of fourteen weak
tornadoes occurred over the Mississippi Delta. This accounts for the high frequency of
tornadoes in both the yearly and monthly graphs of 1999 and January respectively.
Tornadoes occurred with the most frequency outside the study area in 2004 at
199% of the normalized value for any given year (figure 4.6). This relatively high
number is due to nineteen tornadoes occurring in November and December of 2004.
Previous to that only seven tornadoes had occurred during the previous ten months.
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Figure 4.5 Normalized annual distribution of tornadoes in Delta, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.6 Normalized annual distribution of tornadoes outside Delta, 1992-2005.

Annual DPI
The tornadoes with the highest DPI by year occurred in 1992, 2001 and 1996
(figure 4.7). It is worth noting that one tornado on 10 March 1992 was rated with a DPI
of 50. This tornado was ½ mile wide and had a length of 20 miles. If this one tornado is
excluded 1992 falls below the mean DPI for the study period. In terms of outbreaks,
2001 was the year with the highest DPI but only second highest by mean DPI. Figure 4.7
shows DPI divided by the number of tornadoes in each year to obtain an average DPI
value for each year. Nineteen-ninety-six is high because only two tornadoes occurred
which is considered to be too small of a sample size for a meaningful result.
The tornadoes with the highest DPI outside of the Delta by year occurred in 1992
(figure 4.8). The mean value of DPI per the twelve tornadoes that occurred was 40.1.
Compare this to the mean DPI value of 1.5 for the rest of the tornadoes outside the Delta.
The mean DPI value of 40.1 that occurred in 1992 is significant (p < 0.01). In
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comparison to the year 1992 inside the Delta, five out of the twelve tornadoes occurred
that occurred had DPI values above ten and as such the significance (p < 0.01) of 1992 is
found to be indicative of the year. No other months for DPI values outside of the Delta
were found to be significant (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.7 Annual distribution of tornadoes in Delta ranked by mean DPI, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.8

Annual distribution of tornadoes outside Delta ranked by mean DPI, 19922005

Seasonal Variability

Seasonal Percent of Mean
It was found that the majority of study region tornadoes developed in the winter
than the spring (figure 4.9). This is similar to Gerard (2006) who found a maximum
occurrence of tornadoes in the Southeast United States from October through March from
1950 through 2003. A total of fifty-seven tornadoes developed in the winter while fortyone developed in the spring. Winter is defined as November through February and spring
is March through May. Only eight tornadoes were reported outside winter and spring.
In contrast to figure 4.9, figure 4.10 shows a higher frequency of tornado
occurrence outside of the Delta in spring rather than winter. Also, tornadoes occurred
more often in months other than those represented by winter and spring (November
through February and March through May respectively). Eighty-two, seventy-three and
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twenty-eight tornadoes occurred in winter, spring and “other” in the area outside of the
Delta.
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Figure 4.9 Normalized seasonal ranking of tornadoes in Delta, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.10 Normalized seasonal ranking of tornadoes outside Delta, 1992-2005.
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Seasonal DPI
The original graph of study region tornadoes ranked by DPI per seasons shows
spring and winter tornadoes near identical per DPI. However due to the 10 March 1992
storm spring tornadoes have a higher overall DPI. This one March tornado accounts for
over sixty-two percent of the spring DPI. The average DPI for winter tornadoes was 1.4
while the average DPI for spring tornadoes was 2.0 (figure 4.11). However, if the
tornado with the highest DPI value from winter and spring is removed the spring average
DPI value drops to 1.0 while winter average DPI drops to only 1.2 (figure 4.11). Thus
the overall average value of DPI per tornado in the winter is higher than the spring.
The results for mean DPI values outside of the Delta are similar to those found
inside the Delta (figures 4.11 and 4.13) only more pronounced. Winter tornadoes had a
mean DPI value of 7 while spring tornadoes had a mean DPI value of 2.5. Overall winter
tornadoes had the highest DPI value but no season was found to be significant (p < 0.05)
outside the Delta.
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Figure 4.11 Seasonal distribution of tornadoes in Delta ranked by DPI, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.12 Seasonal Distribution of tornadoes excluding the strongest tornado for each
season, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.13 Seasonal distribution of tornadoes outside Delta ranked by DPI, 1992-2005

Seasonal F-scale
This trend in tornado strength is also discernable by looking at the F-rating of the
winter, spring, other and mean tornadoes inside the Delta (figures 4.14 and 4.15). Winter
tornadoes located in the study were stronger on average per F-rating. Eleven significant
(> F2) tornadoes occurred during winter while only four significant (> F2) tornadoes
occurred during spring. No significant tornadoes occurred inside the Delta outside of the
winter and spring seasons.
The same general trend in figure 4.14 continues in figure 4.15 but with slight
differences. More spring F0 tornadoes occur outside the Delta than winter F0 tornadoes.
This is not surprising however due to the relatively low mean DPI value of spring
tornadoes and the relatively high mean DPI value of winter tornadoes found outside of
the study area. Twenty significant (> F2) tornadoes occurred in winter while only
thirteen significant (> F2 tornadoes) occurred during the spring. One significant tornado
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occurred in a season other than winter and spring (November through January and
February through May respectively). There were no F5 rated tornadoes occurred during
the study period inside or outside of the Delta.
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Figure 4.14 All tornadoes distribution in Delta by F-rating, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.15 All tornadoes distribution outside Delta by F-rating, 1992-2005
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Monthly Variability

Monthly Percent of Mean
The month of April had the highest frequency of tornadoes in the study followed
closely by November and January (figure 4.16). Due to April, November and January
having such high frequencies figure 4.16 appears trimodal. Five months out of the year
had a higher than mean frequency of tornado occurrence. It is noteworthy that December
had the lowest frequency among winter and spring months while the month preceding
and following it had the second and third highest frequencies. This is likely due to
limited Gulf moisture and cold surface temperatures that tend to dominate much of
December. No months were found to be significantly (p < 0.05) above average.
The months of November and April had the most tornadoes outside of the Delta,
thus figure 4.17 appears to be bimodal. Thirty-five tornadoes formed in November while
thirty-one formed in April. All months from November through May were found to be
above average. This was due to the lack of tornadoes in the summer and early fall and
because December, January and February were all above the mean by six percent or less.
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Figure 4.16 Normalized monthly distribution of tornadoes in Delta, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.17 Normalized monthly distribution of tornadoes outside Delta, 1992-2005.
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Monthly DPI
April may have had the most tornadoes but March and November tornadoes had
the highest DPI values. Figure 4.18 shows temporally when the tornadoes with the
highest DPI occur during the year. The anomalous strength of the typical November
outbreak in the Delta may due in part to the large amount of helicity present. Beal (2007)
showed that winter tornadoes tend to develop where more instability is present. The
larger the amount of instability the greater the helicity will be stretched vertically. If the
helicity can be stretched vertically enough tornadogenesis may occur. It is not
uncommon to have a narrow tongue of moisture develop in the warm sector of a lateseason mid-latitude cyclone. Jackson (2006) found that CAPE was a significant (p <
0.05) determinant of strength of tornado in Mississippi. In the narrow axis of greater
values of CAPE a tornado that developed would tend to be stronger, statistically
speaking.
March has the highest DPI value of all the months with 50.7 (figure 4.18).
However, one tornado on 10 March 1992 had a DPI of fifty. This one tornado accounts
for over ninety-eight percent of the total DPI for all Marches in this entire study. If this
one tornado is included March tornadoes have significantly (p < 0.05) DPI values.
However, when this tornado is excluded the statistics become negatively skewed (p <
0.05) meaning March tornadoes have smaller than average DPI values (figure 4.19). In
fact, when this tornado is removed March goes from first to last in DPI ranking. For
these reasons, March is not considered to be a truly significant tornado month by DPI in
this study. No other months were found to be significantly above average (p < 0.05).
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November had by far the highest mean DPI value for months outside of the Delta
(figure 4.20). November DPI values were found to be significantly (p < 0.01) higher than
the mean DPI value outside of the Delta. This is different than mean monthly DPI values
inside the Delta where no months were found to be significant. No other months outside
the Delta were found to be significant (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.18 Monthly distribution of tornadoes in Delta ranked by mean DPI, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.19 Monthly distribution of tornadoes in Delta ranked by mean DPI without 10
March 1992 F4, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.20 Monthly distribution of tornadoes outside Delta ranked by mean DPI, 19922005
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Length of Tornado
November had the longest tornado mean path length inside the Delta at 9.6 miles
(figure 4.21). However, No tornado mean path length was found to be significant inside
the Delta.
November also had the longest tornado mean path length outside of the Delta
(figure 4.22). However, the mean November tornado path length outside the Delta was
found to be significant (p < 0.01) compared to the mean. The mean tornado path length
was 14.7 miles. No other months were found to be significant (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.21 Monthly distribution of tornadoes in Delta ranked by path length, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.22 Monthly distribution of tornadoes outside Delta ranked by path length,
1992-2005

Tornado Characteristics – F0 and F1
An additional analysis of only F0 and F1 study region and outside of the study
region tornadoes were performed due to the clustering of F0-F1 tornadoes found in the
statistical analysis. This analysis was done on F0-F1 tornadoes found in the Delta and
also on F0-F1 tornadoes located east of the fifty km buffer in Mississippi. The clustering
in figure 4.23 is limited to the southern portion of the area outside the Delta. The farthest
east cluster is due to population bias as Meridian is in the center of the cluster (Thomas
2008). Portions of the cluster located in the southwest portion of the analysis are also a
product of population bias as they begin to encroach into the Jackson metro area (Thomas
2008). F0-F1 tornadoes outside of the Delta were found to be significantly (p < 0.01)
clustered using a Nearest Neighbor analysis (represented by a density function in figure
4.23). However as explained in the previous sentences, the clustering is a result of a
population bias. Interestingly, the F0-F1 clustering found within the Delta was also
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found to be significant (p < 0.01) using the Nearest Neighbor analysis (represented by a
density function in figure 4.24). The F0-F1 tornadoes located in the Delta showed a
small population bias on the southern edge of the 50 km buffer near the suburbs of
Jackson, Mississippi. The significant clustering of F0-F1 tornadoes inside the Delta is
similar to the significant clustering of F0-F1 tornadoes outside of the Delta caused by
population bias. The difference being the clustering in the Delta is caused by the Deltabluffs interface while the clustering outside of the Delta is caused primarily by population
bias. Figure 4.25 shows all F0-F1 tornadoes in the State of Mississippi north of latitude
31.90N. The clustering of the F0-F1 tornadoes near the Delta-bluffs interface is more
easily identified when all F0-F1 tornadoes are combined (figure 4.25 vs figure 4.23 and
4.24). The boundaries for the second study group are the same latitude as the Delta for
the north to south extents. The fifty km Delta buffer forms the western boundary while
the Mississippi-Alabama border forms the eastern boundary. These two groups of F0-F1
tornadoes will be compared to see if there are different environmental characteristics
found in the Delta that lead to tornado development.
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Figure 4.23 Map of F0-F1 tornadoes outside the Delta with density function, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.24 Map of F0-F1 tornadoes in the Delta with density function, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.25 Map of F0-F1 tornadoes in Mississippi north of latitude 31.90N with density
function, 1992-2005.

Annual Variability

Annual Percent of Mean – F0-F1
1999 had the most frequent occurrence of F0-F1 tornadoes (figure 4.26). This is
expected as the 22 January 1999 tornado outbreak had twelve F0 tornadoes out of a total
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of thirteen tornadoes. 2003 and 2004 had the second and third most frequent occurrence
of F0-F1 tornadoes. No month was found to be statistically significant (p < 0.05).
2004 had the most frequent occurrence of F0-F1 tornadoes outside of the Delta
(figure 4.27). However, unlike the F0-F1 tornadoes found in the Delta, 2003 and 2001
were relatively close to 2004 in percent of mean. 2004 had 189% of the mean while 2003
and 2001 had 178% and 169% respectively. No month was found to be statistically
significant (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.26 Normalized annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.27 Normalized annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta, 19922005.

Annual DPI – F0-F1
It was found that 1994 F0-F1 tornadoes had significantly (p < 0.01) higher DPI
values than other F0-F1 tornadoes (figure 4.28). 1994 had three F0-F1 tornadoes with
DPI values greater than one. No other year had more than one F0-F1 tornado with a DPI
greater than one. It is worth observing, however that all three tornadoes occurred on 28
November 1994. The fourth tornado that occurred on 28 November 1994 had a DPI of
0.9. When average DPI is calculated by dividing DPI by number of tornadoes, 1992,
1994, 1996 and 1998 all stand out but only 1994 was found to be statistically significant
(p < 0.01). Due to the high variability figure 4.28 is heavily weighted in the 1990’s with
a paucity of mean DPI in the 2000’s.
F0-F1 tornadoes outside the Delta do not have the high variability of mean DPI
from one year to the next found in F0-F1 tornadoes in the Delta (figure 4.29). However
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one year was found to have a highly significant mean DPI. 1997 had a highly significant
(p < 0.01) mean DPI. This was the highest t-test score found in any of the data. 1997
had seven total F0-F1 tornadoes, three of which were F1’s. On 1 March 1997 a single
cyclic supercell produced two ¼ mile wide tornadoes. The first had a path length of ten
miles while the second had a path length of fifteen miles. It is these two F1 tornadoes
that give 1997 the highly significant mean of DPI. No other months were found to be
significant.
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Figure 4.28 Annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta ranked by mean DPI, 19922005
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Figure 4.29 Annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta ranked by mean DPI,
1992-2005

Annual Tornado Length – F0-F1
Again, 1994 ranks first in F0-F1 tornado length and tornado path length was
found to be significantly (p < 0.01) longer than other F0-F1 tornadoes (figure 4.30). The
mean path length of F0-F1 tornado on 28 November 1994 was fifteen miles. No other
month was found to be significant (p < 0.05).
2002 F0-F1 tornado path length outside the Delta was found to be significantly (p
< 0.05) longer than other F0-F1 tornado path lengths (figure 4.31). It is debatable
whether the mean value given for 2002 tornado path length is truly indicative of the
sample. A tornado on 11 November 2002 had a path length of forty-nine miles. Without
that tornado the mean path length drops to 3.5 miles, which is ½ of the current mean.
Therefore, the mean value is not considered a true representation of 2002. No other
months were found to be significant (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.30 Annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta ranked by path length,
1992-2005
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Figure 4.31 Annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta ranked by path length,
1992-2005
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Annual Tornado Width – F0-F1
In a bit of a surprise, 1992 was found to have the widest F0-F1 tornadoes (figure
4.32). Not only that, the width was significantly (p < 0.01) wider than other F0-F1
tornadoes. The average width F0-F1 tornado in 1992 was 271 yards. No other years
were found significant.
Considering 1997 had a highly significant (p < 0.01) mean DPI value, it is
expected that 1997 would have either longer or wider tornadoes than the mean found in
tornadoes outside the Delta (figure 4.33). 1997 was found to have significantly (p < 0.01)
wider tornadoes than other years. Three of the seven tornadoes that occurred in 1997 had
widths of nearly one-hundred yards.
In somewhat of a surprise, 1992 F0-F1 tornado widths were found to be
significantly (p < 0.01) wider than other F0-F1 tornado widths outside the Delta (figure
4.33). All of the tornadoes in 1992 had widths of 99 yards or greater and none had a
width over 200 yards. Figure 4.33 is bimodal because both 1997 and 1992 were found to
be significant (p < 0.01). No other years were found to be significant (p < 0.01) outside
the Delta.
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Figure 4.32 Annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta ranked by path width, 19922005
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Figure 4.33 Annual distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta ranked by path width,
1992-2005
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Seasonal Variability – F0-F1

Seasonal Percent of Mean – F0-F1
While in figure 4.11 all strength tornadoes occurred more frequently in the winter
than the spring, F0-F1 tornadoes tend to occur more frequently in the spring than the
winter (figure 4.34). There were forty-six winter tornadoes and thirty-seven spring F0-F1
tornadoes. Even though there was a greater number of F0-F1 tornadoes in winter, when
normalized by the number of days in winter vs. spring (1,684 days vs. 1,288 days
respectively for this study), spring tornadoes occurred more frequently. No seasons were
found to be statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Outside of the Delta, there is a slight difference in F0-F1 tornadoes that occur
outside of winter and spring (November through May). Spring F0-F1 tornadoes continue
to occur more frequently than winter F0-F1 tornadoes (figure 4.35).
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Figure 4.34 Normalized seasonal distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.35 Normalized seasonal distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta, 19922005.

Seasonal DPI – F0-F1
Winter F0-F1 tornadoes were found to have higher values of DPI than other F0F1 tornadoes but not significantly higher (figure 4.36). This is not surprising since F0-F1
tornadoes in November have significantly higher DPI values than any other F0-F1
tornadoes.
Winter F0-F1 tornadoes outside the Delta were also found to have higher DPI
values in winter than spring (figure 4.37). No seasons were found to be significant (p <
0.05).
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Figure 4.36 Seasonal distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta ranked by DPI, 1992-2005
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Figure 4.37 Seasonal distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta ranked by DPI,
1992-2005
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Seasonal Path Length – F0-F1
Winter F0-F1 tornado path lengths were found to be significantly (p < 0.05)
longer than other F0-F1 tornadoes (figure 4.38). Again, this is somewhat expected due to
the anomalously long F0-F1 November tornado path length.
Similar to F0-F1 path lengths inside the Delta, winter F0-F1 tornado path lengths
were found to be significantly (p < 0.01) longer than other F0-F1 tornadoes (figure 4.39).
The overall length of tornadoes outside the Delta were found to be longer than those
inside the Delta, but not significantly so. No other seasons were found to be significant
(p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.38 Seasonal distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta ranked by path length,
1992-2005
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Figure 4.39 Seasonal distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta ranked by path
length, 1992-2005

Monthly Variability - F0-F1

Monthly Percent of Mean – F0-F1
As in all strength tornadoes, F0-F1 tornadoes occur most frequently in April
(figure 4.40). However, January has the second most F0-F1 tornadoes followed by
November, a switch from before. This is due to November tornadoes having higher DPI
values on average than January tornadoes. While April F0-F1 tornadoes occur more
frequently than any other month the difference was not statistically significant (p < 0.05).
April and November were found to have the same F0-F1 tornado occurrence
outside of the Delta, both with 212% of the mean (figure 4.41). May was third with
150% of the mean. Figure 4.38 appears to be bimodal due to the high occurrence of F0F1 tornadoes outside the Delta in April and November.
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Figure 4.40 Normalized monthly distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.41 Normalized monthly distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta, 19922005.
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Monthly DPI – F0-F1
Just as with all tornadoes, F0-F1 tornadoes occurring in November have the
highest DPI values (figure 4.42). In fact, the total DPI of 16 for F0-F1 November
tornadoes is more than all other months regardless of F-rating, except April. Statistically
November F0-F1 tornadoes have significantly (p < 0.01) higher values of DPI than other
F0-F1 tornadoes. This agrees with Broyles and Crosbie (2004) and Allen (2009) who
found November tornadoes to have longer average tornado paths. The path length is a
portion of the DPI calculation so a longer path length will equate to a higher DPI value
given equal widths. No other months were found to be significant (p < 0.05).
Regardless of whether inside or outside the Delta, November is normally found to
be a significant (p < 0.05) month for DPI values. Only November tornadoes sorted per
mean by month within the Delta have not been found to be significant. November F0-F1
tornadoes outside the Delta have significantly (p < 0.01) higher DPI values than other
months (figure 4.43). Also, March was found to have significantly (p < 0.05) higher
values of DPI for F0-F1 tornadoes outside the Delta (figure 4.43). This is the second
time that significance has been found twice in one statistical study and just as in figure
4.33, figure 4.43 is bimodal. The other was F0-F1 path width outside the Delta in which
1992 and 1997 were found to be significant (p < 0.05). November had five wide
tornadoes in 1992 and March had two wide tornadoes in 1997. The two occasions of
double significance in one statistical study are related. 1997 F0-F1 tornadoes outside the
Delta also had significantly higher DPI values (figure 4.29).
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Figure 4.42 Monthly distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta ranked by mean DPI,
1992-2005
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Figure 4.43 Monthly distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta ranked by mean DPI,
1992-2005

Length of Tornado – F0-F1
One of the most striking results from this study is the mean path length of
November F0-F1 tornadoes from 1992 through 2005 (figure 4.44). The mean F0-F1 path
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length was found to be 7.1 miles. This is significantly (p < 0.01) longer than any other
month. All November tornadoes were found to be longer than any other month but the
length was not significant. Broyles and Crosbie (2004) and Allen (2009) found that
among F3-F5 tornadoes in Mississippi from 1980 through 2005, November tornadoes had
the longest track when compared to other months. No other months were found to be
significant (p < 0.05) in F0-F1 tornado path length and no month was found to be
significant (p < 0.05) in F0-F1 tornado path width.
November F0-F1 tornadoes outside the Delta were also significantly (p < 0.01)
longer than other F0-F1 tornadoes outside the Delta (figure 4.45).
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Figure 4.44 Monthly distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes in Delta ranked by path length,
1992-2005
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Figure 4.45 Monthly distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes outside Delta ranked by path
length, 1992-2005

Summary of Tornadoes In and Outside the Delta
Table 4.1 summarizes the t-tests performed on tornado characteristics to see if
there was a statistically significant difference between all strength tornadoes in the Delta
and all strength tornadoes outside of the Delta. If significance was found, the variable for
which significance was found, the t-score and the probability of randomness are all
reported in the table. If more than one variable was found to be significant, the next
significant variable is listed in the same table cell but is under the first variable. If
significance is not found, “none” is place in the table.
Table 4.2 has the same purpose as Table 4.1 except all t-tests were performed on
F0-F1 tornadoes only instead on all strength tornadoes.
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Table 4.1 All Tornado Characteristics

Annual Mean DPI
Monthly Mean DPI
Monthly Tornado Length

All Tornadoes
Inside Delta
None
None
None

Outside Delta
1992, p < 0.01
Nov, p < 0.01
Nov, p < 0.01

Table 4.2 F0-F1 Tornado Characteristics

Annual Mean DPI
Annual Mean Length
Annual Mean Width

F0F1 Tornadoes
Inside Delta
1994, p < 0.01
1994, p < 0.01
1992, p < 0.01

Seasonal Mean Length
Monthly Mean DPI

Winter, p < 0.05
Nov, p < 0.01

Monthly Mean Length

Nov, p < 0.01

Outside Delta
1997, p < 0.01
None
1997, p < 0.01
1992, p < 0.01
Winter, p < 0.01
Nov, p < 0.01
March, p < 0.05
Nov, p < 0.01

Density Function
A Kernel density function was performed in ArcGIS using Spatial Analyst to
determine if there was clustering of tornadoes in any portion of the Delta (figure 4.46).
Tornadoes rated F2 or greater were found to be dispersed randomly. However, tornadoes
rated F0 and F1 were found to be significantly clustered (p < 0.01) in the study region
south of a line from Greenwood, Mississippi west to the Mississippi River. This
clustering corresponds with the approximately twenty km width of dark green forest that
extends from Vicksburg northeast and north along the eastern side of the Delta-bluffs
interface. It has been shown using research that twenty km swaths of differing vegetation
are capable of initiating Non-Classic Mesoscale Circulations (NCMC) and creating air
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mass boundaries that may affect severe local storms (Zhang and Anthes 1982, Segal et al.
1986, Nicholson 1988, Segal et al. 1989, Segal et al. 1992, Segal et al. 1993, Markowski
1997, Pielke et al. 1997, Shaw et al. 1997, Brown and Arnold 1998, Pfost et al. 2005). It
is believed that the overall clustering of F0-F1 tornadoes in the central and southern
portions of the study region is due to convergence, differential sensible heat flux and
differential friction caused by the Delta-bluffs interface. Interestingly, all of the case
studies show that thunderstorms either increase BR dbz values and/or rotation (per NROT
and SRV) as they approach the Delta-bluffs interface regardless of amount of ambient
CAPE or SRH. As wind shear increased it was anticipated that any atmospheric
boundaries caused by the Delta-bluffs interface would be torn apart or at least severely
disrupted. However, it appears that regardless of high SRH values thunderstorms are
enhanced as they come within twenty km of the interface in the central and southern
portion of the study area.
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Figure 4.46 Map of Delta with density function of F0 and F1 tornadoes, 1992-2005.

POISSON DISTRIBUTION

Spatial Poisson Distribution
A spatial Poisson distribution was calculated to show the clustering of the
tornadoes around the Delta-bluffs interface (figure 4.47). The spatial Poisson distribution
can also be used to compute the probabilities where certain numbers of tornadoes will be
reported in the Delta annually (figure 4.48). A total of eighty-one grid cells were used
with ninety-seven tornadoes reported (figure 3.2). To aid in visually discerning the
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clustering of tornadoes figure 4.48 has been color coded according to likelihood of
tornado. Also, the percentages in the grid cells are bolded and enlarged to better identify
which cells the Delta-bluffs interface traverses through. The clustering of tornadoes near
the Delta-bluffs interface can be easily seen as the red, orange and yellow boxes in the
central and southern portions of the study region. The southernmost red cell with a
percentage of 0.2% is likely the result of a population bias. This grid cell begins to
infiltrate the northern Jackson, Mississippi suburbs and has a relatively higher population
density.
Figure 4.47 shows the likelihood of one through ten tornadoes occurring in any
one grid space. The likelihood of one tornado occurring in any grid space in any given
year is 35.8% which interestingly is greater than no tornado occurring (28.7%). Contrast
this to the likelihood (0.02%) that seven tornadoes will occur in any grid space in any
given year. It is important to remember that this Spatial Poisson distribution is used to
show general trends. One should not expect seven tornadoes to occur in a grid space in
the central portion of the Delta every year just because it is present in figure 4.48.
However, one could expect to continue to see a clustering of tornadoes, particularly F0F1, near central and southern portions of the Delta-bluffs interface. These results of the
spatial Poisson distribution match up well with the results of the Kernel density function
computed in ArcGIS in the previous section. Thus two statistical analyses done
independent of each other both show clustering of tornadoes along and near the Deltabluffs interface in the central and southern portions of the study region (figures 4.46 and
4.48). For more information concerning the Kernel density calculation see Silverman
(1986, p. 76, equation 4.5). For more information concerning the Poisson distribution
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calculation see Statistical Methods in the Atmospheric Sciences, 2nd Edition (2006, p. 80-

LikelihoodofTornadoperGridSpace

82, equation 4.11).
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Figure 4.47 Spatial Poisson distribution of all tornadoes showing likelihood of 1 through
10 tornadoes occurring in each grid space in any given year based upon
1992-2005 tornado data.
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Figure 4.48 Spatial Poisson distribution of all tornadoes showing likelihood of tornadoes
occurring in each grid space in any given year based upon 1992-2005
tornado data.

Temporal Poisson Distribution
A temporal Poisson distribution was calculated to show trends in the number of
tornadoes reported annually in the study region. The temporal Poisson distribution can
also be used to compute the probabilities that certain numbers of tornadoes will be
reported in the study region annually (figure 4.49). In any given year seven tornadoes
would be expected in the study region according to the temporal Poisson calculations.
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A temporal Poisson distribution was also calculated using only F0-F1 rated
tornadoes to show trends in the number of tornadoes reported annually in the study region
(figure 4.50). In any given year six F0-F1 tornadoes would be expected in the study
region according to the temporal Poisson calculations. One significant tornado (> F2)
would be expected every year in the study region if six of the expected seven were F0-F1.
Not surprisingly, the time period of the study was fourteen years and fifteen significant
tornadoes (> F2) were reported. Although significant tornadoes (> F2) occur less
frequently than nonsignificant tornadoes (< F1), these tornadoes are responsible for a
disproportionate amount of damage, injuries and death in the Southeast (Jackson 2006).
For more information concerning the Poisson distribution calculation see
Statistical Methods in the Atmospheric Sciences, 2nd Edition (2006, p. 80-82, equation
4.11).
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Figure 4.49 Temporal Poisson distribution of all tornadoes, 1992-2005.
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Figure 4.50 Temporal Poisson distribution of F0-F1 tornadoes, 1992-2005.

RADAR ANALYSIS

Case Studies
Appendix A contains detailed information for all seven case studies and the eight
tornadoes located therein. Table 4.3 summarizes the results from the case studies.
All storms studied strengthened in rotation per SRV/NROT or intensity per BR as
they approached the Delta-bluffs interface. As shown in figure 4.51, all but one tornado
touched down within twenty km of the Delta-bluffs interface. Four tornadoes formed
within five km of the interface. Of these four only one tornado touched down after
crossing the bluffs.
Somewhat surprisingly, strong values of SRH did not affect the Delta-bluffs
enhancement of storms. It was believed before this study that strong shear would tear
apart any NCMC’s that formed along the interface and thusly, negate any affect or
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enhancement of the storm. However, it is apparent in the WRF model data that SRH is
affected by the interface (figures 4.52, 4.53, 4.54). Figures 4.52, 4.53 and 4.54 show
greater values of SRH in the Delta than the wooded, hilly portion of the study region..
The average value found for the decrease across the Delta-bluffs interface was 14m^2/s^2
in the one example shown (figures 4.52, 4.53, 4.54).
In agreement with Jackson (2006), EHI was found to be a good discriminator
between significant (> F2) and nonsignificant (< F1) tornadoes. The mean EHI for
significant tornadoes was 3.1 while the mean for nonsignificant tornadoes was 1.4. These
numbers are below the means for significant and nonsignificant tornadoes reported by
Jackson (2006) but are still in line with his conclusions (3.9 and 1.9 EHI respectively).
All of the case studies were taken from the south-central portion of the study area
per the direction the statistical analysis pointed (figure 4.51, not included in figure 4.51 is
the additional case study from 9 December 2008). Four of the case studies were from
winter, two from spring and two from months outside of spring and winter. Four
significant (> F2) and four nonsignificant (< F1) tornadoes were chosen in an attempt to
study a wide range of different tornadic environments.
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Table 4.3 Summary of Case Studies

Date

20
km

50
km

4/20/1995A
4/20/1995B
4/20/1995C

yes



before

11/11/1995A

no

yes

after

Before/After

Distfrom
Bluffs

CAPE

SRH

EHI

Season

Tornado

yes

605

380

1.4

spring

none

yes

605

380

1.4

spring

none

1.9km

605

380

1.4

spring

F2

20.1km

657

648

2.3

winter

F3

11/11/1995B

yes







657

648

2.3

winter

none

5/2/1997

yes



before

3.5km

1953

522

5.6

other

F3

1/22/1999

yes



after

5.8km

1028

338

2.2

winter

F0

4/6/2003A

yes



after

0.5,13.8km

692

170

0.7

spring

2F0

4/6/2003B

yes

692

170

0.7

spring

none

4/6/2003C

yes



692

170

0.7

spring

none

10/23/2004

yes



after

8.3km

893

366

1.9

other

F0

12/9/2008

yes



before

0.5km

923

538

3.1

winter

EF2





Table 4.3 Key:
Date – The date that the tornadic storm occurred. If more than one storm is examined in
an individual case study, an A, B or C is used to denote the different storms.
20 km – “Yes” if the tornado touched down within the 20 km buffer, “no” if outside the
20 km buffer.
50 km – “Yes” if the tornado touched down within the 50 km buffer. If left blank the
tornado touched down within the 20 km buffer.
Before/After – “before” if the tornado touched down before crossing the Delta-bluffs
interface, “after” if the tornado touched down after crossing the Delta-bluffs interface.
Dist from Bluffs – The distance in km from the interface that the tornado touched down.
CAPE – The amount of CAPE present in the environment for the case study.
SRH – The amount of 0-3 km SRH present in the environment for the case study.
EHI – The calculated 0-3 km EHI for the case study.
Season – The season (winter, spring, other) that the tornado formed in.
Tornado – The F-rating of the tornado in the case study. If no tornado occurred “none” is
present.
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Figure 4.51 Map of Delta showing location of case study tornadoes, 1992-2005.
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WRF MODEL INCLUDING NARR DATASET
Two domains were used to study the affect of the Delta-bluffs interface on the
atmosphere and storms that cross it: a 3km resolution large domain and a 1km resolution
nested grid.
The 3km resolution model output shows a small difference in 0-3 SRH along the
Delta-bluffs interface (figure 4.52). The largest difference in 0-3 SRH occurs along the
southern portions of the interface. A reading of 337 m^2/s^2 0-3 SRH occurs on the
Delta side of the interface while a reading of 323 m^2/s^2 0-3 SRH occurs on the hilly,
wooded portion. This represents a difference of 14 m^2/s^2 SRH due to the changes
between the two different areas of land-use/land-cover and the influence of the bluffs.
The 1km resolution also shows a difference in 0-3 SRH between the two sides of
the interface (figure 4.53). The difference is still 14m^2/s^2 SRH but is more defined
over the Delta-bluffs interface. In figure 4.53 the highest values of SRH are yellow areas
surrounded by dark red. One can easily identify the larger area of high SRH in the Delta
and the smaller area of high SRH in the wooded, hilly portion of the study area.
Both 3 and 1km resolution show a decrease in SRH difference along the boundary
as you go farther north. This corresponds with the thinning of the twenty km swath of
differing land types as you go north of Enid Lake (figure 4.3).
Figure 4.54 is from hour 35 of the same WRF model run as the other two images.
Banding of 0-3 km SRH is clearly visible across portions of the Delta. These “tubes” of
helicity can be ingested into a thunderstorm and stretched vertically to produce a
mesocyclone or tornado (Moller et al 1990, Atkins 1993, Purdom 1993, Rasmussen et al
1998, Howell et al 2004). As these tubes cross the Delta-bluffs interface in figure 4.54
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they are disrupted. It is possible that as a thunderstorm ingests one of these tubes
mesocyclogenesis occurs. Then as the thunderstorm approaches the bluffs and the tubes
of helicity are disrupted, the inflow into the thunderstorm is also disrupted. This could
lead to the storm to become RFD dominant and allow tornadogenesis to occur
(Wakimoto et al 1997, Wurman et al 2006).

Figure 4.52 WRF model 0-3 SRH large domain output at a 3km resolution with Deltabluffs interface transposed above model data.
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Figure 4.53 WRF model 0-3 SRH nested domain output at a 1km resolution atop 3km
resolution output from large domain with Delta-bluffs interface transposed
above model data.
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Figure 4.54 WRF model 0-3 SRH nested domain output at a 1km resolution atop 3km
resolution output from large domain with Delta-bluffs interface transposed
above model data.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

Recently, tornado research has been used to examine how the lowest levels of the
atmosphere affect tornado development (Rasmussen 2003, Wasula et al. 2003, Jackson
2006). There has also been more investigation into the different thermodynamic profiles
for tornadic environments for different regions of the United States and world (Blier and
Batten 1994, Markowski et al. 1998, Brown 2002, Monteverdi 2003, Jackson 2006, Beal
2007, Nordstrom 2007). It has been found that the Southeastern United States has a
unique temporal and thermodynamic profile concerning tornado development (Wasula et
al. 2003, Jackson 2006, Beal 2007).
The first objective of this study was to identify the characteristics of tornadoes
within the study region. These differences are summarized in tables D.1 and D.2.
In continuation of recent findings in research, one objective of this study was to
determine how much influence surface heterogeneity has on the development of lowlevel atmospheric boundaries. Using WRF model output it was shown that 0-1 and 0-3
km SRH is affected by the Delta-bluffs interface. Not only was there a 14 m^2/s^2 SRH
difference from one side of the boundary to the other, the interface disrupted helicity
“tubes” as they passed over the boundary. It is speculated that this could lead to a
disruption of the inflow into a supercell and lead to tornadogenesis by causing the storm
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to become RFD dominate. The author noted that some storms became RFD dominate
after interacting with the boundary as evident by strengthening of the winds on the
southern flank of the storm (see Appendix A: 10 April 1995 storm C, 11 November 1995
storm A, 22 January 1999, and 9 December 2008 figure A.32) .
The third objective of this study was to empirically determine if a relationship
between tornado location and the Delta-bluffs interface exists. It was determined using
Nearest Neighbor that F0-F1 tornadoes are significantly (p < 0.01) clustered along southcentral portions of the Delta-bluffs interface. Also, a spatial and temporal Poisson
distribution was used to show where and when tornadoes developed. The spatial Poisson
analysis was used to show tornado clustering in the south-central portion of the Deltabluffs interface. The temporal Poisson distribution was used to show an average of six
F0-F1 tornadoes per year in the study region and an average of one significant (> F2)
tornado per year in the study region. Not surprisingly, there were fifteen significant (>
F2) tornadoes reported in the fourteen years the study spanned.
Another objective of this study was to establish where favorable conditions for
tornado development may occur in the study area. Using a Kernel density function and a
spatial Poisson distribution independent of each other it was shown that F0-F1 tornadoes
are significantly (p < 0.01) clustered along the southern-central Delta-bluffs interface.
This is in agreement with previous research showing that two 20 km wide swaths of
differing vegetation or soil type adjacent to each other can cause sea-breeze like
circulations that extend the height of the PBL (Zhang and Anthes 1982, Segal et al. 1986,
Nicholson 1988, Segal et al. 1989, Segal et al. 1992, Segal et al. 1993, Markowski 1997,
Pielke et al. 1997, Shaw et al. 1997, Brown and Arnold 1998, Pfost et al. 2005). As the
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bluffs continue north of Enid Lake the forested swath begins to thin. This is a similar
area in the study region where the clustering of F0-F1 tornadoes ends. It was also found
in the eight case studies that regardless of SRH values, all of the thunderstorms analyzed
strengthened in rotation (SRV/NROT) or intensity (BR and dbz) as they approached and
crossed the Delta-bluffs interface.
The final objective of this study was to identify and utilize case studies to better
understand the role of topography on storm characteristics. In all of the case studies the
Delta-bluffs interface had an influence on the storms that crossed it. Also, the WRF
model output shows the affect the Delta-bluffs have on 0-1 and 0-3 km SRH. Not only is
there a difference from one side of the interface to the other but the boundary disrupts the
flow of stream-wise helicity that can be ingested by a storm.
The first hypothesis tested in this study is that tornado events cluster along the
Delta – non-Delta interface. This study has shown significant (p < 0.01) clustering of F0F1 tornadoes along the central and southern portions of the Delta-bluffs interface. Every
thunderstorm that approached and crossed the boundary in each of the eight case studies
was enhanced by the Delta-bluffs interface. This was shown by an increase in rotation or
a strengthening of the dbz value of the storm. Finally, WRF model output has shown 0-1
and 0-3 km SRH is affected by the Delta-bluffs interface. A difference of 14 m^2/s^2
SRH was found on either side of the boundary. Also, SRH “tubes” that can be ingested
in to a thunderstorm have been shown to be disrupted by the Delta-bluffs interface.
Based upon these findings, the null hypothesis stating that tornado events do not cluster
along the Delta – non-Delta interface is rejected. Thus the hypothesis that tornado events
cluster along the Delta – non-Delta interface is accepted.
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The second hypothesis tested in this study is that the characteristics of tornadoes
within and outside of the Delta are statistically unique. Some characteristics of tornadoes
within and outside of the Delta were found to be statistically unique. Annual tornado
mean DPI, monthly tornado mean DPI and monthly tornado mean path length were all
found to be statistically different for all strength tornadoes within and outside of the Delta
. Annual tornado path length, annual tornado mean DPI value and winter tornado mean
path length were all found to be statistically different for F0-F1 tornadoes within and
outside of the Delta. However, even though some years, seasons and months were found
to be statistically different, overall the tornado database within the study region was
found to not be significantly different (p < 0.05) than the tornado database outside the
study region Based upon these findings, the null hypothesis stating that the
characteristics of tornadoes within and outside of the Delta are not statistically unique
appears likely.
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20 APRIL 1995
The environmental conditions on 20 April 1995 exhibit some potential for severe
weather. The JAN 12z sounding shows 605 J/kg of CAPE and 385 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ for helicity
(figure A.1). That afternoon and evening supercells developed either in Louisiana and
moved towards the Delta-bluffs interface or developed very near the bluffs. One storm
(storm A) of note started as a shower southwest of Vicksburg, Mississippi on the
Mississippi river around 1745. Storm A moved northeast along the Delta-bluffs interface
and slowly strengthened. By 1900 a small hook appendage developed on the southern
flank of storm A and it began to deviate to the right of its previous course. Storm A
continued along the Delta-bluffs boundary as it moved to the right of its previous course
(figure A.2). At 1945 storm A passed just south of Yazoo City and into the hills of
central Mississippi. This storm did not produce a tornado but is an example of rotation in
a thunderstorm strengthening as it passes over the Delta-bluffs interface (Markowski et
al. 1997).
The next storm takes a similar path to the preceding example. Storm B developed
in Louisiana and approached the Mississippi river by 2150. As storm B crosses the river
an appendage appears on the southern flank of the storm. Rotation in storm B
strengthens per NROT as the storm approaches the bluffs (figure A.3). By 2301 storm B
moves south of Yazoo City into the central hills of Mississippi. Again, storm B did not
produce a tornado but rotation strengthened as the storm approached the bluffs. Rotation
is storm A and B reached its maximum as it passed or just after passing over the Deltabluffs interface (Markowski et al. 1997).
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The final storm for 20 April 1995 is storm C. It was a cyclical supercell that
developed in Louisiana and produced three F0 tornadoes before crossing the Mississippi
river. As storm C approached the Louisiana/Mississippi border the RFD and FFD
occluded causing the updraft to weaken and the core dropped causing the storm to
become more linear in nature. As a part of this process a rear inflow jet begins to
develop at 2150. This transition from HP supercell to bow echo matches well with the
theory put forth by Moller et al. (1990). The rear inflow jet becomes more pronounced
by 2205 and by 2246 the structure of storm C is that of a bow echo. Normally when a
storm transforms from cyclic supercell to bow echo tornadoes can occur along the
leading edge of the bow or in the bookends (Finley, C.A. et al. 2001). Just to the north of
the leading edge of storm C at 2246 a small kink occurs in the base reflectivity. This
rotation can also be seen on SRV as the couplet strengthens and nears the bluffs. By
2256 a second kink appears on the leading edge of storm C. It is this portion of storm C
that produces the F2 tornado as the leading edge of the bow echo passes over the Deltabluffs interface. As the entire bow echo crosses the bluffs smaller vortices form along the
leading edge. In the Tornado Database provided by SPC and obtained through NCDC
the tornado from storm C does not occur until 2330. However careful analysis of radar
data makes this time very unlikely. The point where the tornado touched down is now
behind the cold pool produced by the outflow from the bow echo. Also, as the storm
passed the tornado location between 2301 and 2306 a narrow vertical ribbon of strong
inbound (relative to the radar) winds can be seen extending from the mid-levels of the
storm to just above the surface using GR2Analyst’s Volume Explorer. At the surface at
this time a narrow horizontal band of inflows (relative to the radar) can be seen. It is
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possible that as the mid-level rotation passed near and over the bluffs the additional
convergence and vorticity created by the change in elevation, roughness of the surface
and sensible heat flux was enough to induce a quick spin-up of a tornado (Bluestein 1988,
Davies-Jones and Brooks 1993, Markowski et al. 1997).
Even though only storm C produced a tornado, storms A and B increased in
rotation strength as they approached and passed over the Delta-bluffs interface. It is also
worth noting that the storm C was a cyclic supercell that only produced F0 tornadoes
until it transitioned into a bow echo and approached the bluffs. Only then did storm C
produce an F2 tornado.

Figure A.1. 12z sounding for JAN on 20 April 1995
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Figure A.2 1920 NROT for storm A

Figure A.3 2250 NROT for storm B
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11 NOVEMBER 1995
The sounding from JAN for 11 November 1995 only goes through 700 mb. This
is unfortunate because the storm on 11 November 1995 in question passed under thirty
miles from the sounding site. LIT is used as a proxy sounding above 700 mb. However,
some information can be gleaned about the lower levels of the atmosphere from JAN
partial sounding. The winds are strongly backed leading to a relatively high 479 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ
helicity (figure A.4). The LIT sounding has a total helicity of 648 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ and CAPE of
657 J/kg (figure A.5). The high values of helicity and lower values of CAPE are typical
of winter tornadoes in the southeast (Beal 2007).
This setup led to the development of thunderstorms that coalesced into a squall
line in the early morning hours of 11 November 1995. The central and northern portion
of the line had produced two F1’s and one F2 in Arkansas earlier in the late evening and
overnight hours. However the cell that produced the F3 northwest of Jackson,
Mississippi had not produced a tornado previously.
By 0800 the squall line was approaching the central and southern portions of the
Delta-bluffs interface. The storm that would eventually produce the F3 was just crossing
the Mississippi River (storm A). As the line approaches the bluffs rotation begins to
develop in the storm (storm B) just to the north of storm A. Storm B never produces a
defined couplet and moves into the hills of central Mississippi. Shortly after the northern
storm develops rotation storm A crosses over the bluffs and quickly begins to rotate at
0849. Between 0904 and 0910 a very well defined SRV couplet forms with a tornado
vortex signature visible in the SW. Also at 0904 a rear inflow jet feature is visible on the
western flank of the storm. The rear inflow jet is more than likely the RFD which may
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help explain the rapid development of low-level rotation. The tornado touched down at
0910 according to the Tornado Database which matches the radar imagery. The SW
tornado vortex signature lasts from 0904 through 0949. At 0949 the SW begins to take
on a linear wind shift pattern. The SW tornado vortex signature does not appear until
after storm A has interacted with the Delta-bluffs interface. The lowest scan of the radar
is sampling the storm at 765 ft AGL.
From 0849 through 0909 storm A undergoes the transformation from a
thunderstorm embedded in a squall line to a tornadic supercell embedded in a squall line
as it approaches and crosses the Delta-bluffs interface (figures A.6, A.7, A.8 and A.9).

Figure A.4 0z sounding for JAN on 11 November 1995
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Figure A.5 0z sounding for LIT on 11 November 1995
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Figure A.6 0909 BR for storm A

Figure A.7 0909 SRV for storm A
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Figure A.8 0909 NROT for storm A

Figure A.9 0909 SW for storm A
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2 MAY 1997
The skew-T shows CAPE values of 1953 J/kg (figure A.10) and helicity of 522
݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ (figure A.10). The value of CAPE is important as it is just below the mean value
of 1976 J/kg of CAPE found by Jackson (2006) for significant tornadoes in Mississippi.
In line with this value of CAPE an F3 tornado touched down near Tchula, Mississippi
during the late afternoon of 2 May 1997.
The thunderstorm responsible for the tornado was a cyclic supercell (storm A)
that formed in Louisiana earlier in the day. Storm A produced an F1 tornado on the
Louisiana side of the Mississippi river at 2145. Even though the tornado was only rated
F1, the path length was thirteen miles. While not a significant path length the average
tornado path length for Louisiana from 1992-2005 is only 3.6 miles. This is worth noting
because in Mississippi it will produce an F3 tornado with a significant path length.
Small non-severe storms had been developing along the Delta-bluffs interface
throughout the day before storm A reached the boundary (figure A.11). This would
indirectly indicate some convergence or other mechanism focusing convection along or
near the bluffs.
As storm A crossed into Mississippi the tornado lifted even though on radar a
SRV couplet remained. More small non-severe storms develop near the bluffs adjacent
to Tchula, Mississippi as storm A approaches. At 2316 storm A undergoes a noticeable
strengthening in rotation (SRV and NROT) as it begins to interact with the smaller nonsevere storms near the bluffs (figures A.12 and A.13). Storm A is approximately
seventeen miles away from the interface as this occurs, well within the twenty mile buffer
used in this study. Even though the lowest slice of the radar beam is sampling the storm
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between 4,500 and 5,000 ft AGL the couplet strengthens noticeable in the Volume
Explorer product between 2316 and 2331. The F3 touched down at 2330 just south of
Tchula, Mississippi.
Just as the path length of the F1 in Louisiana was long so too is the path length of
the F3 tornado in Mississippi. The significant (p < 0.05) path length of the F3 was
twenty miles compared to the average May tornado path length of 2.9 miles.

Figure A.10 0z sounding for JAN on 3 May 1997
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Figure A.11 2235 BR for small non-severe storms forming on Delta-bluffs interface.

Figure A.12 2316 BR for storm A.
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Figure A.13 2316 NROT for storm A.

22 JANUARY 1999
22 January 1999 had the most tornadoes for any one day in the Delta from 1992
through 2005. A total of thirteen tornadoes were recorded. It is notable that all but one
tornado was rated F0. The sounding from JAN 12z shows an impressive “loaded gun”
sounding with CAPE of 1028 J/kg, 0-3 km helicity of 338 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ and EHI of 2.2 (figure
A.14).
The thunderstorm responsible for the F0 tornado developed in Louisiana earlier in
the day and moved north-northeast along the bluffs south of the study area. The
thunderstorm moved along and parallel to the bluffs for ninety minutes prior to tornado
touchdown. Markowski et al. (1997) suggest that a parcel will acquire greater amounts of
horizontal vorticity the longer it is able to stay on a boundary. The storm increased in
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rotation per SRV and NROT as it approached Vicksburg, Mississippi. The strengthening
of the storm can also be seen on BR. As the storm approaches Vicksburg, a clear and
distinct “kink” forms along the southeast flank of the storm indicative of strengthening
rotation. As the storm moves off on the boundary and into the wooded hills of central
Mississippi rotation decreases as the storm becomes more linear in nature.

Figure A.14 12z sounding for JAN on 22 January 1999

6 APRIL 2003
The SPC had the Delta under a moderate risk for severe weather at the beginning
of 6 April 2003. By 1630, nineteen minutes before an F0 touched down just west of
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Satartia, Mississippi the SPC upgraded the area to a high risk (figure A.23). Given 8.5-9
C/km lapse rates, 0-1 km SRH of 200 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ , 0-3 km SRH approaching 600 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ ,
1500-2000 J/kg of CAPE, a 50 knot jet at 850 mb and the approach of a 50-60 knot
speed max in the mid-levels the upgrade to a high risk at 1630 appears warranted (SPC
Day 1 Convective Outlook 061630z-071200z and Mesoscale Discussion 0411, (figures
A.23, A.24, A.25). No sooner had this product been issued than a mesolow developed
near Vicksburg, Mississippi. This mesolow can be seen on the radar images from JAN.
Interestingly, a very large and intense supercell with BR values above 70 dbz forms very
near the mesolow and moves east across the bluffs and towards Jackson, Mississippi.
When the F0 producing storm (storm A) is approximately twenty kilometers from
the bluffs at 1628 there is an increase in rotation per SRV and NROT. Rotation increases
until 1638 then begins to gradually decrease until after the time of the tornado (figures
A.15 and A.16).
The storm (storm B) northeast of storm A has a noticeable increase in rotation as
it approaches the Delta-bluffs interface. Storm B has an NROT value of 0.49 at 1608 and
increases to 1.76 at 1638 as the storm approaches and crosses the bluffs (figures A.17 and
A.18). After moving off of and east of the bluffs NROT values decrease to near 0.70.
The third and final storm (storm C) formed in Louisiana and approached the
Delta-bluffs interface with a well developed BWER and low-level hook echo. As the
storm approaches the bluffs rotation strengthens from an NROT value of 0.57 at 1628 to
1.68 at 1658 (figures A.19, A.20, A.21 and A.22). As the storm crosses the bluffs and
moves east rotation in storm C decreases to NROT values near 0.93.
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Storm A, B and C all increased rotation as they approached the Delta-bluffs
interface. This finding was a little surprising. Even in such a highly-sheared, unstable
environment the relatively small amount of additional vorticity and low-level
convergence provided by the change in land-type land-use from the irrigated Delta to the
forested hills appears to have an effect on these severe thunderstorms.

Figure A.15 1633 BR for storm A
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Figure A.16 1633 NROT for storm A

Figure A.17 1638 BR for storm B
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Figure A.18 1638 NROT for storm B

Figure A.19 1628 BR for storm C
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Figure A.20 1628 NROT for storm C

Figure A.21 1658 BR for storm C
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Figure A.22 1658 NROT for storm C
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Figure A.23 1630 SPC day 1 outlook on 6 April 2003
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Figure A.24 12z sounding for JAN on 6 April 2003
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Figure A.25 0z sounding for JAN on 7 April 2003

23 OCTOBER 2004
23 October 2004 featured CAPE, 0-3 km SRH and 0-3 EHI values of 893 J/kg,
366 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ and 1.9 respectively (figure A.26). The EHI value of 1.9 is typical of
environments capable of supporting non-significant tornadoes in Mississippi (Jackson
2006).
The thunderstorm that produces the F0 tornado approximately fifteen miles
northeast of Yazoo City forms in Louisiana and crosses into Mississippi at 2105.
Rotation is weak with a maximum value of 0.34 per NROT. As the storm approaches the
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bluffs it undergoes a noticeable strengthening between 2220 through 2245. NROT values
progress from 0.93 at 2220 to 1.48 just prior to tornado touchdown (figures A.27, A.28
and A.29). Rotation remains above an NROT value of 1.0 through 2311 and then the
storm slowly weakens. The storm initially strengthened 5 miles west of the bluffs and
slowly weakened 15 miles east of the interface. The storm strengthened and produced a
tornado only as it crossed the bluffs.

Figure A.26 0z sounding for JAN on 24 October 2004
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Figure A.27 2250 BR

Figure A.28 2250 SRV
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Figure A.29 2250 NROT

9 DECEMBER 2008
In the course of this research, a tornado event occurred along the Delta-bluffs
interface near Yazoo City, Mississippi. The author has decided to include this event due
to relevance to this study.
SPC originally had a slight risk out for the Delta on 9 December 2008 (SPC Day 1
Convective Outlook 091200z-101200z). By 1300 a moderate risk area was added over
northern Louisiana and central and southern Mississippi including southern portions of
the Delta (SPC Day 1 Convective Outlook 091300z-101200z). CAPE values of 925 J/kg
were recorded by the JAN 0z sounding (figure A.35). However, many places, including
the Delta, were experiencing MLCAPE values near 2000 J/kg. Given this amount of
buoyancy and SRH values of 538 ݉ଶ Ȁ ݏଶ , EHI values were in excess of 3 (figure A.35).
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Even though the values of surface based CAPE were below 1000 J/kg, SRH values were
over twice the mean for a typical Mississippi tornado (Jackson 2006). By 0z a sixty knot
jet had developed over KJAN helping to sustain the strong levels of SRH (figure A.36).
It was in this environment that thunderstorms began to develop. The storm (storm
A) that produces the EF2 rated tornado near Yazoo City started as a thundershower
moving north-north-east along the bluffs near the Mississippi river in southwest
Mississippi. From approximately 2018 onward storm A traversed along the boundary.
This is noteworthy as the bluffs are believed to provide an additional source of helicity.
By 2200 storm A had passed Vicksburg, Mississippi and had begun to rotate (0.42
NROT). As the storm moved north-north-east it underwent a rapid strengthening
between 2226 and 2247 with NROT values changing from 0.61 to 2.31 (figures A.30 and
A.31). This strengthening is also evident on SRV with a well-defined couplet forming
(figures A.33 and A.34). By 2250 the tornado touched down and continued on the
ground for twenty-nine miles reaching a maximum width of 440 yards (Public
information statement NWS Jackson MS 604 pm CST Wed Dec 10 2008). The
maximum NROT value of 2.59 was recorded approximately eight minutes prior to the
strongest portion of the path of the tornado (figure A.32). An NROT value of 2.59 is
substantial as the maximum NROT value calculated in GR2Analyst is 3.0. Storm A then
began to weaken as it moved away from the bluffs toward Winona, Mississippi.
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Figure A.30 2226 NROT
T for storm A

T for storm A
Figure A.31 2247 NROT
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Figure A.32 2312 NROT for storm A

Figure A.33 2226 SRV for storm A
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Figure A.34 2247 SRV for storm A
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Figure A.35 0z sounding for JAN on 10 December 2008
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Figure A.36 850 mb 0z of 10 December 2008
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